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An Economic Study of Dairy Farming in Grafton County,
New Hampshire, 1930.*t
Very few business records of farms have been obtained in New
Hampshire in recent years. An early survey was made in 1909 by the
New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station and the Office of
P'arm Management of the Bureau of Plant Industry of the United
States Department of Agriculture.^ Two hundred and sixty-six rec-
ords of farms were obtained in four townships in Hillsboro County,
and the area was resurveyed and reported on ten years later. A some-
what more extensive survey was conducted by the same departments
in 1911 and comprised the financial results of 428 farms.^ Two areas
were involved in this latter study, one in the Suncook valley in Bel-
knap and Merrimack Counties and one in Grafton County along the
Connecticut River in a part of the same area covered by the present
work. The average labor incomes in the two surveys were $337 and
$266, respectively.
The few more recent business surveys that have been made have
usually included small groups of farms and have been used principally
for demonstration purposes in the communities where taken. For ex-
ample, such a survey was made by the Station in 1915, embracing two
areas and some 160 farms in Cheshire and Sullivan Counties in the
southwestern part of the State.
^ A similar study was made in the same
year by the Office of Farm Management at Washington.* This study
was purposely confined to the same area in Grafton County that had
been covered in 1911. The average labor income in Cheshire and Sul-
livan Counties for 146 farms amounted to $230. The average labor in-
come in Grafton County for 74 farms was $248.
There is no more fundamental enterprise in New Hampshire than
that of dairying. While it may be less sensational than some others,
it contributes in the long run much more surely and largely to the
rural income. The State's agricultural prosperity depends to a consid-
*Acknowledgments. The writer wishes to express a large measure of
appreciation to tlie hundreds of farmers wlio so wilingly co-operated to make
this study possible, and to the milk buying companies wliose unstinted co-
operation made the farmers' milk sales records available in detail. To Presi-
dent E. M. Lewis and Director J. C. Kendall of tlie University of New Hamp-
shire, the writer is indebted for many privileges ; and to Professors W. I.
Myers, G. F. Warren, Leland Spencer and H. L. Reed of Cornell University
for personal help and advice incident to this and other graduate work.
Field assistance was given by Max Abell, Leon Batchelder, Meredith Brill,
Paul Hobbs, Samuel Hoitt, Eric McNab, Earl Robinson and Henry Wightman.
Mr. Hoitt, as a graduate assistant in the Department, also rendered valuable
assistance in the final checking and tabulation of the data.
tAlso presented in practically this same form to the Faculty of the Gradu-
ate School of Cornell University, September 1931, as a major thesis in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy.
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erable extent on successful dairy farm management. This is particu-
larly true of the northern counties where the choice of enterprises is
much more limited than farther south.
Most farm surveys embrace too few businesses to provide conclusive
evidence concerning- the pi-oblems involved. Out of 1592 separate in-
vestigations made in the United States up to 1929, only 210, or 13.2
per cent, have included more than 100 records, and the average num-
ber for all was only 64.* That this study might provide ample data for
drawing some definite conclusions regarding the ])resent status of
farming in one of the most intensive wholesale milk regions in the
State, was one of the reasons for its inception. A much more important
objective was the probability of discovering ways and means of or-
ganization and management that should contribute to the personal
welfare of some or all of the present and potential farmers concerned.
Every farm is by nature and necessity a miniature experiment sta-
tion. Few, indeed, are the possible practical practices that have not
been tried out by some farmer, somewhere. An analysis of the finan-
cial results of these experiences, whether successful or otherwise, can-
not fail to be of value to others confronted with similar problems. It
is to the interpretation of these experiments and experiences among
farmers and on their own farms that the analysis to follow is devoted.
METHODS
The records were taken between the middle of April and the first of
July, 1930. They included the farm business for the year beginning
April 1, 1929, and ending March 31, 1930. Four hundred and fourteen
records were obtained for as many farms distributed through fifteen
towns in Grafton County and one adjacent town in Coos County. Ten
of these towns border on the Connecticut River and the remaining six
are contiguous to these. The location of the towns is shown graphically
in Figure 1.
Through the assistance of the county agent, tlie farmers' names were
secured from the lists of patrons at the several milk stations in or near
the area. As practically every farmer in this region sells milk at some
time during the j^ear, this method provided a reasonably complete
list. The county agent, managers at the milk stations, selectmen, gro-
cery men, and others gave further assistance in locating the farms and
in attaining the co-operation of their owners.
Through the co-operation of the milk-buying companies and their
agents at the respective stations, accurate accounts of the amounts and
prices of wholesale milk delivered to them by each farmer were made
available. This eliminated some chances of error through failure to
find the farmer's pay slips and having to accept his estimate of receipts
for milk. Much more important, it relieved the farmer of considerable
* Compiled from figures in United States Department of Agriculture
Yearbooks, 1925 and 1931, pp. 1285 and 984, respectively.
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monotony by decreasing materially the time required for the enumera-
tor to record the details of his business.
Within the area previously described, the only method employed in
the selection of farms was to include those for which complete sales
records of dair,y products were available for the 3-ear ending ]\Iarcli
31, 1930. This information was occasionally supplied by the farmer,
particularly in cases where the milk or milk products were sold locally
either wholly or in part. The ten-page questionnaire used was detailed
and comprehensive ; the farmers are to be commended on their pa-





I Area coveklo by suKi't
Figure I. Maps showing area covered by the survey.
Some of the important data are presented from a group of 395 farms
instead of 414. Nineteen records were finally eliminated from certain
calculations for various reasons. A majority of them lacked complete
information concerning the production of milk and the receipts there-
from for a part or all of the year. A very few evidenced abnormal re-
sults from dealings in lumber, trading in cattle, or because the opera-
tor purposely' gave inaccurate information. On the whole, however,
the farmers were most agreeable, willing to co-operate and painstak-
ing in their efforts to further the interests of the undertaking.
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LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA STUDIED
Location
Grafton County is in the west central part of New Hampshire. Its
western boundary is the Connecticut River while its natural eastern
limit is roug'hly defined by the "White Mountains and their foothills.
The better automobile roads, as well as the railroads, follow the Con-
necticut, Mascoma, Baker's, and Ammonoosuc rivers, for the most part.
Along these rivers, also, the better appointed farms are likely to be
found.
Area
The land area of the county is approximately 1,106,560 acres, 31.4
per cent of which is in farms.^ Coos, embracing some 1,150,720 acres, is
the only county in the State having a larger land area. Grafton
County, however, exceeds each of the other nine counties of the State
in the area included in farms, 347,743 acres. The total farm land has
decreased here in recent years in common with the rest of the State.
The census figures indicate a decrease of 8.2 per cent for this county
between 1925 and 1930. In 1930, there were 2,077 farms in contrast to
2,698 reported for 1925, a decrease of 23 per cent. However, the farms
have increased in average size from 140.4 acres in 1925 to 167.3 in 1930.
This change of some 27 acres is probably significant. Some variation
probably results from combining farms to get a larger business in ac-
cordance with the economic requirements of present-day agriculture,
and possibly some from different instructions to enumerators.
The 414 farms surveyed represented 19.9 per cent, or approximately
one-fifth, of the total number of farms in the county (Table 1) and 27.8
l)er cent, or more than one-fourth, of all the land in farms. The aver-
Table I—A comparison of the area surveyed iritJi Grafton County as a uhole.
Grafton
County.*
Number of farms 2,077
Average acres per farm 1G7.3
Average acres in crops per farm 36.5
Average value of land and buildings per
farm $5,056
Average value of land and buildings per
acre $30.22
Average value of buildings per farm $2,763
Average value of buildings per acre $16.52
Average value of land per farm $2,293
Average value of land per acre $13.70
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age size of the farms surveyed was 233.3 acres, or some sixty-six acres
larger than the average for all. The value of land and buildings for
the whole county averaged $5,056 per farm; while for the 414 farms,
it was $7,237, or 43.1 per cent more. The average values of land and
buildings per acre and buildings and land separately per acre were
nearly identical.
HAVERHILL. N.H.
Figure 2. Map of the town of Haverhill with farm identification number.
There were more than twice as many cows per farm for the smaller
group. The survey was intended to be representative not of the whole
county but of the particular section involved.
Population
Census figures indicate that the county had a population of 42,816 in
1930. The five towns having more than 2,000 inhabitants each were
Lebanon (7,073), Littleton (4,558), Haverhill (3,665), Hanover
(3,043), and Lisbon (2,324). There are no incorporated cities within
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the county, but each of the towns enumerated includes a village of
appreciable size Avliich largely accounts for its superiority in numbers.
The population ])er square mile for the area was 24.8, as compared to
51.5 for the whole State. There has been a net gain of some 3,000 in
population over a period of forty years, resulting from slight increases
in every census period excei)ting that of 1910-1920.
The county seat is at the village of "Woodsville in the town of Haver-
hill and on the Connecticut Kiver. Woodsville is also the railroad cen-
ter of the county.
Physiographic Features
The topography is varied. Elevations of 300 to 500 feet near the
Connecticut River on the west easily change to 1,000 feet within
scarcely a mile to the east. Bethlehem's main street, in the north end
of the county away from the river, is some 1,500 feet above sea level.
Small hills in some cases rise almost immediately from the river to
heights of 1,500 feet or more until toward the northeastern boundary
one encounters the Presidential Range of the White Mountains, and
just over the line, in Coos County, the highest peak in the State, ]\Ionnt
Washington. Sometimes the transition in elevation is so abrupt that
no tillage land is provided adjacent to the river. Such is the condition
in Hanover and Lebanon, but in this case an irregular plateau of good
farm lands is found on a terrace considerably higher than the present
river channel.
The Connecticut River may be emphasized as defining an area of
good farms. Tributaries of this river tending to reach in an easterly
direction toward the mountains, or branches of the Merrimac River
system flowing southeasterly out of the southern part of the county
may provide some other isolated pockets or narrow ribbons of alluvial
soils fairly well adapted to farming. Furthermore, there are many
fields scattered over the rounded tops or half way up the sides of the
smaller hills. Here, in the past, a vast amount of energy ex])ended in
removing stumps and in building houses and stone walls has contrib-
uted to the present generation a doubtful heritage of farms encumb-
ered not only Avith sloping fields but often with shallow, rocky soils.
Soils
There is no soils nuip of this county, but something of the nature of
the soils may be suggested from observation or from a study of otiier
areas of similar topography in neighboring states adjacent to the
river. Over the county as a whole, the soils are ])redominantly glacial
in origin. Throughout the u])lan(ls, then, there is an unassorted mass
of glacial debris of varying thickness, but tending to be shallow Avith
much rough, stony land and rock outcrop. This soil is not naturally
uni)roduetiv(', but lack of depth, the presence of rocks, inaccessibility
or sl<)])ing t()i)()grapliy render much of it unsuitable for machine culti-
vation. The origin of this soil mantle from crystalline rocks of gran-
ite, gneiss or similar formations has endowed it with little if any lime.
Near the Connecticut River, the benches or terraces that occur more or
less continuously in narrow strips consist of old stratified deposits of
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excellent soil, mostly to be classifiecl as Merrimac fine sandy loam. Ad-
jacent to the present river bed, the overflow lands are made up of
recent alluvium. All these river-lain soils are productive and easily
worked, and are usually distributed in sufticiently large areas of level
topography to make excellent fields for dairy farming. They will not
support lime-loving plants like alfalfa, however, without liming.
The illustration on page 11 shows an area of the better alluvial soil
rather typically distributed along the river, in width about sufficient
for one or two farms and almost immediately giving way to rolling,
rocky, or hilly topography. Provided with some of this intervale land
for tillage, the farmer can make good use of the nearby hills for past-
ure and water supply, and for Avood and lumber.
Climate
Climatological data for the region were taken from two stations, one
at Bethlehem, in the northern end of the county, and one at Hanover,
in the southern part. The average mean temperatures for the two sta-
tions during the five growing months of May, June, July, August, and
September are reported as approximately 54, 62, 67, 65, and 57, F. re-
spectively, (Table 2). These figures are based on records covering
twenty-one years at the northern station and seventy-one years at
Hanover. For the season of 1929, the temperatures were 54, 64, 66, 62,
and 60 for the corresponding months and stations, indicating that in
this respect the year studied was reasonably normal.
Table 2—Mean temperatures for selected months of 1929-30 compared to the
normal as given by stations at Bethlehem and Hanover, Grafton County,
New Hampshire*
,
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The average annual precipitation is shown in Table 3. Bethlehem
has an average precipitation of 36.23 inches and Hanover, 35.82. For
the twelve-months period covered by this survey, the rainfall was con-
siderably below normal with a total for Bethlehem of only 24.14 inches
and of 31.34 for Hanover. Inasmuch as the deficiency was most notice-
able in the fall and winter months, rather than through the hot grow-
ing weather of summer, there is little indication of any detrimental
effect on crops.
Table :i~Amounts of in-ecipiiation for selected months of 1929-30 compared to
the normal as given by stations at Bethlehem and Hanover, Grafton
County, New Hampshire.
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ily recognizable extent. For the crop year covered by this study, the
growing season was from May 23 at both stations to September 19 in
one case and September 20 in the other. This was shorter for both sta-
tions than the average for either. Doubtless the fluctuations in length
of growing season also contribute to considerable difficulty in growing
crops which require nearly the maximum period of time for reasonable
development. Again, the variations due to local topography as it
affects air drainage and frost pockets as well as the immediate influ-
ence of water in facilitating the formation of fog or in affording other
frost-preventing influences are hardly measured by these
averages.
general
A scene in the Connecticut River Valley looking north toward the village of Woodsville.
(Courtesy of the State Department of Agriculture, Concord, N. H.)
GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
During the period, 1914 to 1931, some of the most violent price fluct-
uations in history have taken place. Compared to the 1910-1914 aver-
age as 100, wholesale prices of commodities rose to 225 for the year
1920 and fell to 142 in 1921. United States farm prices for farm prod-
ucts dropped from 205 to 116 in the same years.'^ Wholesale prices con-
tinued between 140 and 150 for the most part until 1929, while farm
prices fluctuated from 116 to 147. In June, 1931, the index of the
wholesale prices was 102. The index for farm prices of farm products
stood at 80 for the same month.
In other words, the farmers of the United States were getting 80
cents in June, 1931, for the same quantity of commodities they sold for
$1.00 in 1910-1914, and for $2.05 in 1920. Agricultural products in the
United States sold at the farm for 20 per cent below pre-war prices in
June, 1931, while the farmer paid 30 per cent above pre-war prices for
the commodities he must use in living and producing.
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The major reason for these discrepancies in farm prices is to be
found in the increased costs of handling and transporting farm prod-
ucts from the place of production to the consumer. All through these
years, costs of distribution in the United States have been practically
twice as high as before the War.^ With a given supply of goods, the
farmer gets the retail price minus the costs of delivering the product.
Because of nearby markets, this situation is much less serious for New
Hampshire farmers than for the majority of producers in the United
States who happen to be less strategically located.
For the year 1929, grain ])rices had declined somewhat and milk
prices in this region were higher than for anj' year since 1920. Farm
wages for the State were also reported somewhat higher, but probably
not enough to more than offset the saving in grain (Table 4). Probably
the period for which these records Avere taken represented the most
successful year experienced by this group of farmers since 1920.
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alluring to some of the young people of the farms. Loose thinking may
easily lead to the conclusion that the trend is toward older farmers re-
maining, or that too large numbers of the young people of rural par-
entage are being lost to other callings than agriculture. The abandon-
ment of some of the unprofitable hill farms, leaving visible evidence in
dilapidated buildings, contributes to this idea.
In this era of keen competition, many 3'oung men are leaving the
farms of New England, as elsewhere, in an attempt to obtain other oc-
cupations which offer better opportunities. However, such a migration
aft'ects the poorer farms—too small, on the hills and among the rocks,
far from the market, associated with inadequate roads and infertile
soils—much more than the good ones.* The age distribution on good
farms is likely to be much more stable than on the inferior farms.
j\Iany of tlie older operators retire to the villages, or continue to live
in the country but turn their business over to some younger members
of the family or to a neighbor. These adjustments apparently balance
each other to such an extent that the average ages of operators fluctu-
ate but little through the years or between different communities of
good farms.
In order to present a more comprehensive idea of the relative char-
acteristics of farms found in this area, some comparisons will be made
with data from a similar farm survey recently conducted in northern
Livingston County, New York.^ This is recognized as one of the more
prosperous regions in the United States. It has been studied period-
ically for twenty years by the survey method. The area is character-
ized by level and rolling limestone soils, good roads, and easily acces-
sible markets.
Ages of Operators
The ages of 410 operators interviewed in this survey compared with
those of 514 obtained in Livingston County are shown in Table 5.
Table 5—Slioiring the age distribution of farm operators. A comparison of
tiro regions.
age i>
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In general, there is much similarity in the two distributions. A
slig-htly larger proportion of the New Hampshire farmers are found
in the oldest group, but they are offset by a larger proportion in the
youngest group. The average age of all operators in the New York
area was 50 years. The New Hampshire group, with an average of 49
years, compares favorably. The average age of 428 operators in the
Suneook Valley and Grafton areas in 1911 was 51 years.-
Size of Family
The average number of individuals per household on the farms is
given in Table 6. The resident adults, which included the operator and
his wife and often members of an older generation, averaged practic-
ally 2.5 persons per farm. Children up to 18 years of age constituted
1.64 persons. Altogether the families comprised 4.57 persons per farm.
In Livingston County, New York, the average number per household
was 4.64 and hired men boarded represented .40, but there were more
hired men with families who lived in a separate house provided by the
farm for that purpose.^
Table 6—Members of operators'' houseJwId, JflS farms*
Average adults • • 2.49
Children from 10 to 18 years .84
Children under 10 years .80
Hired men, boarded .44
Total -l-o?
* Information lacking for one farm.
Acreages
The 414 farms included in the survey had an average of 233 acres.
The distribution of this acreage is compared with Livingston County
in Table 7. The New Hampshire farms had 52 acres of crops and 95
in open pasture, or its equivalent. The New York farms had almost
twice as much crop land, 93 acres, and somewhat less than half as
much pasture, 47 acres. Much of the larger size of the Grafton hold-
ings was due to woodland. Mainly because of physiographic conditions
involving rock outcrop and hills, more territory has been left in per-
manent pasture and Avoods in the New Hampshire area. In the New
York area, 10.7 acres of the pasture were rotated; in New Ilampsliire
6.2 acres of pasture were considered tillable, but were not so used.
Because of rotation and the presence of more fertile and less rocky
soils, Livingston County had better pastures. The acres of pasture per
cow were 3.9 as compared to nearly 6 acres in Grafton County. Farm-
ers in the latter section obtained an additional estimated value of
$24.63 per farm from pasturing hay fields, after harvest.
Crops
Of the total 96,574 acres in these 414 farms, 21,028 acres, or 21.8
per cent, were in crops. This agrees with the i)roportion of crop land
reported for the county as a whole as computed from the 1930 census.
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The smallest acreage in all crops reported by any farm of the 414
was 0.1 of an acre. This was used, for a garden. The farmer had 20
cows and bought hay. The largest farm had 178 acres in crops. Over
fifty per cent fell between 20 and 50 acres of crops per farm (Table 8).
Table 7—Average distribution of land per farm in Grafton County, New Hamp-










Other open pasture 63
Woods pastured 83
(Equivalent to open pasture) .... (;26)
Timber and woodland, not past-
ured 26
Koads, farmstead, waste land, etc. 3
Total 233
93
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Table 9—Acres and yields of imiwrtant crops.
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Table 10—Acres and yields of less imixtrfant crops {'il't farms)
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CROP.
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Snaall grain and legumes
Hungarian and Soy beans
Barley hay









Oats for grain 475.0
Barley for grain 14.5
Buckwheat 4.0
Wheat 1.0
Oats and barley grain 3.0
Total 497.5
Soiling crops Total 202.8
Potatoes Total 328.1
All other crops Total 152.3
Grand total 21,027.8
Acres.
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Cows, young cattle and bulls, all dairy cattle, represented a total of
85 per cent of the animal units. Livingston County farms had 23.2 ani-
mal units per farm with 80 per cent of them in dairy cattle.^ The
New York farms had 3.9 fewer cows per farm and two more work
horses than those in this study.
Table 12—A comparison of the average distribution of livestock by animal
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dairy breeds. Holstein animals far outnumbered all others. ]\Iany
farms had mixed herds made up usually of two breeds. In these eases,
the main herd was likely to be comi)osed of Holsteins, but would in-
clude a very few Jerseys or Guernseys to improve the fat test.
Of the whole group of farms, 90 per cent had done some tuberculin
testing. Registered cows were found in 23 per cent of the herds. There
were only .seven farms that had all pure-bred cattle—four Ilolsteins,
two Ayrshire.s and one Jerseys. The average value per head for 6,351
cows on 414 farms, April 1, 1930, was $111. The farmers estimated that
the average value of cows of equal (piality one year before, April 1,
1929, was $116. This is in accord with price changes for the country
as a whole. The i)rice per head for dairy cows received by farmers as
estimated by the United States Department of Agriculture was $92.80
on March 15, 1929, and $81.00 on March 15, 1930." The price was going
up until the last quarter of 1929 when it started down in conformity
to previous cycles. The purchasing power, or exchange value for other
commodities, of dairy cows and beef cattle since 1880 is shown in Fig-
ure 3. The peaks of high prices and troughs of low prices for beef cat-
tle and dairy cows occur at the same time. There has been evidence
for several years that too many heifers Avere being raised. Prices are
likely to decline for several years now and to recover for another peak
by 1943 or 1945. The estimated change in value for this group of farms
of only $5 a head is probably too low. A majority of the farmers did
not realize that the trend in prices had so definitely turned downward
because they had not been buying or selling cattle.
/^O
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Tlii^ farmer's barn burned shortly after the hay harvest in 1929. He had two kinds
of insurance—the usual fire insurance and a farm lumber lot.
Horses
In spite of the increased use of automobiles, the number of mature
horses per farm in this area liad decreased between 1915 and 1929 by
only one-tenth of a horse. (Table 12.) The number of colts showed
more change. In 1915, there Avas one colt to every three farms ; in
1929, there was only one colt to every fifty-nine farms. The number of
horses by age groups is shown in Table 13. It will be noted that more
than 40 per cent of the horses were fifteen or more years of age. Prob-
ably the situation is somewhat similar for the whole United States, but
less exaggerated.
Table 13—Age (list rihitt ion of 1,1 'fi horacf^* on J/l '/ farms
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rate of one-half million i)er year for a decade. In spite of this drastic
readjustment to a permanently smaller number, horse i)rices have re-
mained low because of the substitution of motor power. Some day, the
adjustment of numbers of horses to this lower level of uses will be ac-
complished. At that ])oint, there will not be enough colts to maintain
the liorse i)pj)ulation, and a viok'nt ui)swing in prices is likely to result.
The regular horse cycle Avill probably continue and with increasing
violence although temporarily interrupted by the advent of automo-
biles, trucks and tractors. The i)urchasing power of horses reaches a
peak about once in 23 years as indicated in Figure 4.
Probably Grafton County farmers have too many horses. Judging
from the ages of the ones now owned, time will soon make amends.
But some horses will always be needed on these farms. One might ven-
ture the guess that it will be a bad time to be buying necessary horses
between 1937 and 1943.
fl'j
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Table 14—Ileus on NO' farms
(Farms with less than 50 birds omitted)
Total. Per farm.
Number of birds
















Total returns . .










A\erage eggs produced per bird exclusive of eggs set.

















When one attempts to raise poultry on a commercial scale, buying
all feed, paying labor for definite time devoted to the project and sell-
ing eggs in quantity at wholesale prices, the problem becomes quite
different. Healthy, vigorous, growthy chickens, good egg production
per hen and good markets become necessary for success. This involves
much care and skill. Disease control, well-selected stock, and properly
constructed and equipped houses are prerequisites to success. Only
persons who are willing to exercise great care and to give much atten-
tion to detail are justified in embarking on a commercial poultry enter-
prise. However, next to the dairy cow, the hen comes nearest to sat-
isfying the requirements of a region of high-priced feed and nearby
markets in producing a perishable product, easily susceptible to me-
chanical injury. The poultry enterprise, then, is one of the possibili-
ties for improving the farm income in this region.
Hogs
One hundred and twenty-two farms reported hogs. Many farmers
bought a pig, fed it a few weeks and dressed it for home use. Only 87
farms had as much as one hog for six months or more (Table 15). The
average number for the 87 farms was 2.3 head per farm. These hogs
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but its utility is enhanced when used in small amounts and on cash
crops. The feeding of cows to get more manure to produce more crops
to feed more cows is a rather vicious circle that does not redound in
any great advantage to the person who does the work.





Estimated tons of manure recovered 86,272 209.9
Estimated value of manure $163,483 $398
Value per ton $1.89
Number of animal units 10,491.1 25.5
Tons of manure recovered per animal unit 8.2
* Out of 414 farmers, one had no land ; one made no use of manure that
j'ear ; one had no cows the previous winter.
Estimates varied from nothing to three or four dollars per ton for
the value of stable manure at the barn. The average value of $1.89 is
probably high in the sense that these farmers could supplement a part
of this manure with cheaper sources of plant food and get equally good
results.
Approximately 12 tons of manure including bedding are made per
year by an animal unit. The proportion of this amount recovered at
the barn for use on crops depends on the pasturing practices and meth-
ods of handling the manure. These farmers' estimates averaged 8.2
tons per animal unit available for application to crops. This provides
over 200 tons per farm and would make possible the use of 20 tons per
acre for one-fifth of the crop acres each year.
FERTILITY PRACTICES
How the Manure Was Used
More than half of the manure was applied to hay, as shown in Table
18, and in addition, hay benefits mostly from the liberal applications
on oats at time of seeding. In Livingston County, New York, only
three per cent of the acres in hay received manure and only six per
cent of the spring grain acreages. Most of the manure was applied to
silage corn and intensive cash crops.
^ In Madison County, New York,
where more cows were kept in proportion to crops, 33 per cent of the
manure was applied to corn silage and 44 per cent to hay on old
ground.^" '\
Outside of the noticeably large applications of manure per acre, par-
ticularly in the cases of hay and potatoes, the most striking peculiarity
in comparison to other regions is the use of so much on oats. This is
partly accounted for by the fact that a large proportion of the oats
are used for hay. The stimulation of leaf and stem growth by the use
of manure is all to the good in this case and provides just so much bet-
ter conditions for the hay crop that is to follow.
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Average Total Per cent ,. v
Number. acres. amount. of total. Amount. Value.
Corn, for silage or grain. ... 180
Oats, for hay or grain 174
Potatoes . ." 198
Hay, mostly top dressing... 363
All other, including gardens,
millet, and other miscel-
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lizer. The average application per acre was 918 pounds. Two-fifths of
the corn growers used fertilizer at an average rate of 295 pounds i)er
acre. Miscellaneous crops means all other kinds of cro])s that are
grown, such as garden crops, millet, and one case of a pasture ai^pli-
cation.
There was little uniformity in grades used. It is certainly a reflec-
tion on both manufacturers and users to have so many fertilizer formu-
las. Many are so similar that their comparative values are hard to dis-
tinguish, yet the multiplicity of mixtures must continually add to the
Holstein cnws predominate over the aren but are often supplemented with ii few-
Guernseys or Jerseys to improve the fat test. Not all the dark spots
on these animals are black.
Table 19—Use of commercial feriUhcr (uiiJ lime on .'/t'l farmft.
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expense of manufacture and distribution. Acid i)hosi)hate was used
alone in many cases, })articularly on corn. It is doubtless the most
economical material to use on these farms as a supplement to so much
stable manure and on most crops with tlie possible exception of po-
tatoes.
Lime was used mostly for alfalfa. Plants of medium lime recjuire-
ments like red clover will usually respond bountifully on well man-
ured soils without liming, but alfalfa is much more exacting.
The average expenditure for fertilizer amounted to $26 per farm on
the whole group of 414 farms.
FARM MACHINERY
The average value of all machinery per farm including that part of
all automobiles used for farm purposes amounted to $1,064 (Table 28).
The manure spreader, milking machine and one or two hay-harvesting
machines constitute the most obvious large or expensive pieces of
equipment outside of automobiles likely to be found on these farms.
Practically every farm has a mowing machine, a hay rake and a hay
wagon. The number of milking machines owned and some informa-
tion regarding their use are shown in Table 20. Thirty-nine per cent
of the farms had milking machines. The numbers of a few other se-
lected machines are shown in Table 21.
Table 20—Number of )nilkiug )n(ichinci^ found on '/l.'f farms and the
months used.
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Pords, Biiicks, Chevrolets and Oaklands leading, in order of numbers.
Over half of the 184 trucks were Fords, and nearly one-fourth Chevro-
lets. Forty-nine out of sixty-one tractors were Fordsons.
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Table 23—Average raluc and costs of uittomohiles, trucks <ind tractors far the
year on /fl'i farms.
Automobiles. Trucks. Tractors.
Number of farms reporting... 288 172 59
Averag-e value per farm $429 $370 $318
Average miles per farm 4087 4703
Total number of machines 298 184 61
Average value ]-er macliine. . . « $415 $346 §307
Average m'.les per machine... 3950 4397
Per Per Per
Amount. cent. Amount. cent. Amount. cent.
Costs per machine :
Interest at 5% $20.76 8.9 $17.34 7.0 $15.30 11.0
Licen.se and insurance 26.63 11.3 30.27 12.2 0.23 0.2
Jlepairs, including tires.. 19.92 8.5 30.90 12.1 13.19 11.2
Depreciation 105.37 44.9 •G2.91 37.4 38.11 27.4
Gasoline at 22 cents 53.98 23.0 66.50 26.8 60.05* 43.2
Oil at $1.00 7.94 3.4 10.08 4.1 9.69 7.0
Total co.sts $234.60 100.0 $248.00 100.0 $138.97 100.0
Cost per mile 5.94c 5.64c
* A small proportion kerosene.
NOTE : The amount of hard grease used and the value of farm labor spent in
repairing cars or replacing parts were not obtained. Tlie cost of gasoline and
oil was charged at a flat rate of 22 cents and $1.00 a gallon, respectively, for
al] cars. From a few estimates and general prices in the community, these
were assumed to be the usual prices paid.
tractor equipment on 42 dairy farms.^' The New Hampshire farms had
little special equipment, and the detail of tractor equii)ment was not
enumerated. Gilbert also found that the average cost of tractor opera-
tion for 181 tractors on 175 New York farms in 1926 was $269 with
tractors averagin": 313 hours of work ])or year. The average value of
these tractors was $432. The cost per hour without a driver was 86
cents.
The number of hours used was not enumerated with sufficient accu-
racy on enough farms to give a usable average for the New Hampshire
tractors. On the basis of fuel consumption, they were used only about
half as many hours as the New York machines. Assuming that the 61
tractors on these farms worked 156 hours on the average, the cost per
hour would be 89 cents.






Distribution of use and cost.
Total
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In Table 24, the proportions and amounts of motor costs are distrib-
uted to the farm, cows and personal, as estimated by the operators.
Seventy-one per cent of the automobile cost and 8 per cent of the truck
cost were for personal use.
Gasoline engines were used on many farms for sawing wood, filling
silos, running milking machines, clothes-washing machines and simi-
lar jobs. On 242 farms, a total of 129 gas engines were reported. Six
of the farms each had two. For the other 172 farms, gasoline engines
were not enumerated separately from the milking machines or ensilage
cutters with which they were used. On one farm, this power was con-
nected with a hoist and a horse fork for unloading hay. Ninety milk-
ing machines were driven by gasoline engines, while 70 were equipped
with electric motors. No power was available for two of the milking
machines that were not used.
BUILDING EQUIPMENT
Household Equipment
In a very general way, the prosperity of a farming region may be
measured by the living conditions provided. A standard of living for
farmers comparable to that in other businesses is desirable.
Some of the equipment and conveniences reported for the 414 farm
houses are given in Table 25. As many as 394 had ruiming water. This
large number is made possible largely because of the prevailing condi-
tions which afford natural and easily accessible springs. On 377 farms,
the laying of a pipe from the source of supply to the house had been
the only requirement for a continuous flow of water. Hot-water sys-
tems were provided in 42 per cent of the homes, and 41 per cent had
bathrooms. Electric lights were used on 44 per cent of the farms.
Largely because of easy accessibility to power lines, most of the home-
Table 23—Household Conveniences dl'i farms)
Homes provided with Number. Per cent.
Eunning water 394 95
Hot water 172 42
Bath rooms 169 41
Toilet facilities
Hush toilet 167 40
Chemical toilet 6 2
Oiit house 241 58
Lighting facilities
Kerosene lights 232 56
Electric lights 182 44
Heating facilities
Steam heat 19 5
Hot air 153 37
Stoves 242 58
Oil stoves (cooking) 243 59
Washing machines 155 37
Eefrigerators 267 64
Radios 274 66
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steads that were located on or near the State roads were equipped with
some facilities for using electricity.
Many of the farms provided an adequate Avood supply to heat the
houses. Tliis fact may be lar^'ely resi)onsible for the use of kitchen
ranges and other small stoves for heating in 58 per cent of the cases.
Hot-air central heating systems were found in 37 per cent of the
houses. This type of furnace usually had a large fire box and was
adapted to burning wood. However, not all of tliese farmers burned
Avood exclusively. One hundred and thirteen families used some coal.
In nineteen homes, steam heating systems had been installed.
Oil stoves for cooking were found in nearly three-fifths of the kitch-
ens. Over 60 per cent of the families had refrigerators, nearly two-
thirds were equipped with radios, while only 37 per cent had washing
machines.
In Livingston County, New York, 21 per cent of the houses had run-
ning water, 18 per cent had bathrooms, 28 per cent had electric lights
and 47 per cent were provided with a furnace.* Quoting from the text:
"This reo-ioii is generall.v more prosperous than the average of
the State. The farm houses are better and have more conveniences
than the average. However, in 1928, 79 per cent of the farm fami-
lies were still getting along without running water. Much improve-
ment along these lines is still needed, and can be expected just as
soon as the farmers become more prosperous."
Barn Equipment
Only 21 farm barns were provided with a wing for the cows. The
cow stable was located on the main floor in 258 cases and in the base-
ment in 156 cases. Wooden floors were noted in 355 stables, concrete
in 50, and both wood and concrete in 9. The most common arrange-
ment of cows was in one line along the side of the main barn and was
found on 331 farms. Two rows of cows were found in 78 cases.
Swing stanchions had been installed in 262 stables. Straight fixed
stanchions were used in 95 cases and chain fasteners in 38 cases. The
remaining 19 farms used two or all three of these types.
The cows were turned outdoors for water on 268 farms and turned
loose to drink from a trough in the barn on 57 farms. The herds that
went outside the barn for water usually drank from a trough in the
yard ; a few went to a nearby brook. Individual drinking cui)s were
provided in 75 barns. The herds of the remaining 14 farms were wa-
tered in various ways. One barn was equipped with a wood trough,
extending in front of the cows and above the feeding floor. A flush
trough of cement before the cows furnished the water facilities for
one or two herds. Some farmers even carried water in ])ails to individ-
ual animals in sizable herds. Some of these methods are very ineffi-
cient—they waste labor, the most costly and important factor in herd
management.
Stables were cleaned through tiu' floor in 197 barns. Manure was
lifted and thrown out a window on 97 farms. Carriers were used in 78
stables and wheelbarrows in 26. Several used a combination of these
methods.
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The disposal of manure is a problem that involves considerable space
and equipment on these farms. If stored under cover, 200 tons of man-
ure occupy a large amount of room. The daily spreading of manure in
the field is a good practice, but may involve considerable inconvenience
by interfering with other work or on account of inclement weather.
On nearly half of these farms, the basement was used to store the win-
ter's accumulation, while more than a third placed the manure in large
outdoor piles to be spread later (Table 26). Many of these outdoor
piles were near the barn and built by means of a carrier from the sta-
ble. Others were built in the field by hauling with a team from the
barn. These outdoor i)iles, especially those in the field, may involve an
excessive amount of hand labor.
Table 26—Methods used in varing for the manure on -'tl'f farms.
Number Per cent
Method used. of of
farms. totals
All stored in basement
All in outdoor pile
All stored in manure pit
All spread daily
Part spread daily with remainder in outdoor pile..
Part spread daily with remainder stored in base-
ment
Part spread daily with remainder stored in pit
Part in outdoor pile with remainder stored in base-
ment
Part in outdoor pile with remainder in pit
Total 414 100.0
Manure pits, which keep the product at a distance from the co\vs
and conform to certain high-grade milk requirements, were used for
storage by seven per cent of the farms. A specially constructed pit is
likely to be better insurance against waste in storing than most base-
ments. About five per cent of the operators attempted to spread man-
ure every day and to avoid handling it over by placing the cleanings
from the stables directly in the spreader and hauling it at once to the
fields. In winter, Avlien snow prevented the use of wheels, a cart body
mounted on a sled made it possible to spread by hand directly in the
field, barring days when the road could not be kept open. This method
would seem to be most economical of hand labor.
Some three or four per cent more of the farmers attempted a combi-
nation that approached daily spreading in the field, but provided some
temporary storage for certain periods in large piles, in the basement,
or in a pit. About two per cent stored in large piles outdoors when the
basement or pit was full.
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DEFINITIONS
Acres openifcd or tolal acres per farm is the number of acres used in
'
the farm unit. This may include acres rented, so that to avoid duplica- >
tion, acres rented out are not considered a part of the farm to which i
they originally belonged.
Capilal is the value of all farm property, including houses, barns,
*
land, livestock, machinery, feed, seed and cash reserved for farm pur-
poses. It does not include house furniture or other household equip-
ment. Unless otherwise stated, "capital" refers to the average amount
for the beginning and end of the year.
Farm income is the difference between farm receipts and farm ex-
'
penses. This is the remuneration to the operator for his manual labor, ,
his managerial ability, and liis capital invested in the farm business :
for one year.
Labor income is obtained from the farm income by subtracting in-
terest on the average capital invested. In these computations 5 per
cent was used for the annual value of capital invested. This is the
usual rate of interest on farm mortgages in New Hampshire and is the
one most commonly used in figuring labor incomes. Labor income,
having eliminated the contribution made by capital, is comparable to
the cash wages of a married man who is given a house to live in and
various farm products besides. Labor income is the best measure of
financial success for com])aring one farm with another. It is not com-
parable to city salaries.
As used for this work the term "labor income" means the farm labor
income, or the operator's labor income on the assumption that he owns \
the farm and does not pay rent. Most of these operators did own their
|
farms, in which case there is no distinction between farm labor income |
and labor income.
Labor earnings is the labor income plus the value of farm products i
used from the farm by the oi)erator and his family, and an allowance '<
for 12 months' use of the farm house. Unless otherwise stated, it is \
figured as if the operator owned the farm, or as farm labor earnings. i
Labor re/urns per man is the sum of labor income antl all expenses I
for labor including board for both paid and unpaid labor, divided by (
the average number of men working on the farm for the year.
Man equivalent is a figure that expresses the average number of men i
working on a farm for a year. It is obtained by dividing by 12 the total ;
number of months that tlie o])erator and paid and unpaid laborers have '•
worked. The time of women and children is reduced to its equivalent I
in man time.
Nu7nber of conis means the average number of cows for the year. It
may not be the average of the two inventories because a farmer may
have had extra cows for a few months to establish a milk rating, or he
may have sold a large number just previous to the final inventory. In
such cases, it was assumed that an estimate could be made which would
more nearly rei)resent the average.
Man work units is used in lieu of the expression productive man work
units to mean the amount of productive work accomplished in a year.
]\Ian work units are based on the average amount oF labor required to
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take care of one animal or one acre of crops, in terms of a ten-hour
day. For example, it takes about 10 hours of labor to cut and harvest
one acre of hay, and it takes about 150 hours to care for an ordinary
grade cow one year. Therefore, each acre of hay cut once represents
one man work unit, and each grade cow cared for per year represents
15 man work units. A list of crops and animals and their correspond-
ing work units for both men and horses is given in Table 27. These
units are developed and periodically adjusted in accordance with the
most recent findings of farm cost accounts.














Tomatoes for canning factory
Field beans
Roots (sugar beets, field beets, mangels, etc.)
Small grains, buckwheat, barley, oats, wheat, rye, field peas,
and mixtures of these—for feed whether threshed or cut hay
Peas for market
Hay per cutting, alfalfa, clover, timothy
Apples, bearing, when cared for in a commercial way
Apples, bearing, when little or no care is given
Other tree fruits, bearing
Fruit not of bearing age
Berries
Truck crops—onions, lettuce and spinach usually represent 35
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Output index is a figure expressing the relative quantity of products
produced per man by combining on each farm the work units per man
and the yiekls of crops and animals. The production index for each
farm was multiplied by the percentage that man work units per man
on that farm were of the average man work units per man for all
farms.
Pounds of milk per cow is the amount of milk produced including the
equivalent of butter or cream sold or used on the farm divided by the
average number of cows on that farm.
Animal Unit. As a general method of comparing livestock, the ani-
mal unit is used. This measure is based on the amount of feed con-
sumed and the amount of manure produced. Seven sheep, for example,
eat about as much feed as a cow and produce about the same value in
manure, although the manure is drier and weighs less. One cow. bull,
steer, or horse is counted as an animal unit and other animals are com-
pared to these. Young stock are usually counted as eqvial to one-half
of a mature animal. Seven shee]), fourteen lambs, five hogs, ten pigs,
two heifers, two colts, and one hundred hens are each counted as an
animal unit.
Labor costs per man work unit is the sum of the estimated cash value
of the operator's time and all expenses for hired labor including board
for both paid and unpaid labor divided by the total number of man
work units represented by the farm business.
November-June ratio is a percentage comparison of the amount of
milk produced on the farm in November with the amount produced in
June. It is an attempt to get some measure of the production in win-
ter as compared Avitli that in summer. AVith spring freshening cows
turned on pasture, June typifies a high-production month. In north-
eastern markets, any shortage of milk for consumption is usually mani-




The average amount of capital invested per farm for the Grafton
County area was $11,210 (395 farms). The distribution of the capital
is given in Table 28. Of the total value, 36 per cent was in buildings













Other farm machinery 727
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and 28.2 per cent in land, making a total of 64.2 per cent in real estate.
Livestock comprised 24.3 per cent ; motors, used for farm purposes, 2.3
per cent; milking machines, 0.7 per cent; other farm machinery, 6.5
per cent, and supplies and cash the remaining 2.0 per cent. This per-
centage distribution corresponds very closely to that found in the sur-
vey of 74 farms in Haverhill, Piermont and Bath in 1915, to which pre-
vious reference has been made. The average distribution at that time
was as follows : real estate, 66 per cent ; livestock, 23 per cent ; machin-
ery, 8 per cent ; feed and supi)lies and cash, 3 per cent. The total capi-
tal at that time was $6,322 per farm.
The Livingston County investigation found the average amount of
capital per farm to be $18,195, which is 62.3 per cent more than in
Grafton County.^ The difference Avas largely in the value of real estate
which was $13,431 for the New York farms and $7,198 for those in
New Hampshire.
Mortgage Indebtedness
The 1930 census gives mortgage indebtedness for full owners. Out
of 1,634 farms reporting in Grafton County, 650, or 39.8 per cent, were
mortgaged. The average indebtedness was $1,995, or 38.7 per cent of
the average real estate value.
^ The 395 farms in this study included
full owners, part owners and tenants. The average investment in real
estate was $7,198 ; the average mortgage indebtedness on 135 was
$2,888. Principally because of differences in ownership, the figures are
not comparable, but they indicate that 34.2 per cent of the farms were
mortgaged in an amount equal to some 40.1 per cent of the value of
real estate. Other figures relating to sizes of mortgages and their rela-
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to accrue to the seller. Not only is a mortgage a stimulus to a young
man to save and "clear" his farm, but, much more important, a good
farm can usually be paid for in fewer years than a poor one. One
should guard against property incumbrances that cannot be liquidated
or interest charges that cannot be met, but profits on a reasonable
equity are as legitimate in agriculture as elsewhere.
Receipts
The average receipts per farm were $3,878 (Table 30). The largest
item of receipts was dairy products, largely whole milk, averaging
$2,296 per farm. Crop sales represented a very small item on these
farms, only $164, or 4 per cent of total receipts. Livestock sales are off-
set partly by livestock purchases. The net increase in all livestock
was $399 per farm, computed from Tables 30 and 31. Miscellaneous
includes a great variety of enterprises or undertakings. Sales of lum-
ber, wood, maple sugar, honey, wool and similar items are included
here as well as the money received from the more important extra-
farm activities, such as teaching school, night watchman, store-keep-
ing, blacksmithing, selectman, and a nominal amount of month or day
labor with or without a team or tractor. There is little uniformity in
these items, but altogether they constitute a rather important source
of receipts.
Table 30—Sources of receipts, 395 farms.




Increase in value of livestock
Crops
Eggs
Increase in feed and supplies
Total $3,878 100.0
In Livingston County, New York, the sales of dairy products
amounted to $1,771 per farm, and cash crops brought in $1,451.^
The variations in total amounts of receipts per farm will be shown
later in tabulations designed to express the relationship of receipts to
profits.
Expenses
The details which contributed to a total expense per farm of $2,924
are shown in Table 31. The biggest single item, $986, was for feed and
bedding. This item was largely grain feed. Hired labor, including the
estimated cash value of board furnished by the farm, represented
nearly half as mucli, $464. Unpaid labor including cash value of board
represented over eight per cent of the expenses, or $239.
$2,296
$986
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by cutting the hay crop earlier for the sake of palatability and protein
content. In so far as the roughage feed becomes more palatable so that
cattle will readily eat more, it is likely to reduce the necessary feed re-
quirements from other sources, more or less, regardless of its inherent
protein content. Nevertheless, both these practices will increase the
amount of protein in the roughage.
Corn silage is recognized as an economical dairy feed wherever it
can be grown with any degree of success. Its succulence contributes
unmistakably to the palatability of the ration and to the good health
of heavy producing herds irrespective of its intrinsic feed value.
Profits
In order that all farms in this group might be comparable for most
purposes, they have been figured in all cases as if owned by the opera-
tors. The labor income as used here means the farm labor income, or
what the operator's labor income would have been had he owned the
entire property. (See definitions.) Interest is figured at 5 per cent,
the usual mortgage rate, on the total capital investment regardless of
the mortgage indebtedness.
Maple groves are common in this area. In a very few cases they served as an impor-
tant source of income.
Labor Income
The receipts on these farms exceeded the expenses by $954 (Table
32). This is the operator's pay for his labor, managerial ability and
use of capital, and may be called the farm income. Assuming that the
money is worth 5 per cent interest, $561 is obtained as a fair charge
for the use of the capital invested. Deducting this amount from the
farm income leaves $393 as the average labor income. Labor incomes
vary from year to year as well as between communities. The average
labor income for 578 Livingston Countv farms in 1908 was $589 ; for
697 farms in 1918, $203 ; for 514 farms in 1928, $386.^
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Interest on averaije capital at 5 per cent 561
LABOR INCOME $393
Milk and milk products used in house $79
Poultry and other meat and eggs used 53
Potatoes, fruits, and garden crops used 114
Allowance for house rent (11%) 207
Wood and miscellaneous used in house 154
Total privileges $607
Less privileges for labor 121
$486
LABOR EARNINGS* $879
Value of operator's time** $792
Return on capital ($954-$792 ) $162
Per cent return on capital 1.4
* Labor income plus house rent and other privileges used by operator and
other members of the family vs^hen not doing farm work. The estimated value
of privileges used by paid and unpaid labor for 241.2 days per farm was
$242.38, or slightly more than a dollar a day. The estimated cash cost of board
already included in farm expenses was $121.38. The difference, therefore, or
$121, is deducted from total privileges in computing labor earnings.
** The average value of the operator's time as estimated by them, i. e., what
they thought they were worth on the job or what they would have to pay to
get the work done that they were accomplishing.
Labor Earnings
In addition to labor income, tlie farmer lias a house to live in and
certain products from the farm. The estimated average value of house
rent and products contributed by the farm toward the operator's fam-
ily living amounted to $607. A part of this was shared with paid and
unpaid labor used in the farm business. Therefore, tlie net privileges
for the farmer and his family are reduced to $486. This added to his
labor income amounts to $879, and is called labor earnings.
The Significance of Labor Income
Farm incomes are difficult to compare with the incomes in other
business. In farming, the home and the business are one ; in other
business they are usually separate. The easiest comparison is with
hired men. In the days long after the Civil War and before the World
War, say the period from 1910 to 1914, often used today as a norm
or base, hired men's wages amounted to about one dollar a daj'^ and
board. Spillman,'- Warren'^ and others estimated the average labor
income of farmers of the United States at that time as about $300, or
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approximately the same as wages. In recent years, hired men's cash
wages in rural communities of the Northeastern States have been ap-
proximately $600 a year. That the farmers' incomes have tended to be
considerably out of line is not a new idea.
Hired men are not likely to work as long hours nor as conscien-
tiously as operators. In a depression period of low returns, especially,
the operator is spurred to greater activity. The estimate of $792 as the
average cash value of the operator's time is probably reasonable.
The question is sometimes asked how farmers can live on so small an
income. Assuming that a man's farm business conforms to the average
of these 395, he will have a labor income of $393. If he owns his farm
free from debt, he will not have to pay the $561 interest. The item of
unpaid labor amounting to $239 shown in Table 31 is available for liv-
ing expenses as it is not actually paid out. Thus, if this farmer were
free from debt, he would have $393 + $561 + $239, or a total of $1,193
available for cash family living expenses or for saving.
If to the cash income some $500 worth of privileges be added, a total
of approximately $1,700 becomes available to offset the costs of sup-
porting a family. Comfortable houses, comparable in size to these farm
dwellings are not easily rented in cities or villages for $207 a year, $17
a month. Milk is not delivered in glass bottles on the streets at six
cents a quart, the price in Table 33. Possibly the increased cost of
some of these items if bought elsewhere might change the total to
$1,900 or better. "With his property free from debt and plenty of un-
paid labor, a farmer might continue with a minus labor income for
years. On the other hand, high school education, electric lights, sew-
age systems, and most other home conveniences cost more in the coun-
try than in the city.
Table 33—Quantity and value of produce raised on the farm and used in the
house—4^4 farms.
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Variations in Labor Incomes
The largest labor income in this frronp of farms was $5,138; the
smallest lacked $2,670 of being able to meet all expenses and interest
on the investment (Figure 5). The number of minus labor incomes
was 143 and of plus labor incomes 252. The largest number was in the
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Starting with an average labor income of $393 as shown in Table 31,
an allowance might be made for changes in the inventory value of
cows. In accordance with the usual practice, no depreciation on cows
due to changes in the general price level or to cyclical fluctuations
was allowed in computing labor incomes. The average number of cows
per herd for the 395 farms was 15.7, the average estimated deprecia-
tion per head $4.30. Subtracting a corresponding loss of $68 from the
average labor income would leave $325 as the average for this group
after suffering the depreciation on cows due to changing prices. In-
dications are that this price change was much under-estimated by the
farmers due to its recent change of direction in trend and to the fact
that many had not bought or sold cattle in the meantime. In the 12
months covered by the study, prices of cows continued upward during
the first six months and turned downward during the last half of the
year. Thev have continued to decline up to the present time (August,
1931).
Because both grain and milk prices have decreased in 1931, it is
easy to assume that farm profits have not suffered seriously. But the
total cost of purchased feed and bedding averaged less than $1,000 per
farm, while milk sales represented over $2,000. A ten per cent change
in prices for both commodities would be disproportionate in its effect.
From the same sources of information as the figures in Table 4, an av-
erage net price of $1.75 for milk during the first four months of 1931
was obtained. Compared with the average price for the correspond-
ing months of 1929, this is a reduction of 39.7 per cent. Grain prices
at Utica for the same four months averaged $30.87—a reduction of
30.2 per cent. Disregarding wages because comparable figures are not
available, a new labor income statement may be constructed as follows :
Average labor income for the vear ending April
1, 1930, 395 farms .' $393
Estimated changes in average labor income for
the year 1931, if milk and grain prices were
to remain comparable to January-April,
1931 averages :
Loss of 39.7 per cent on $2,296 Avorth of milk
sales $912
Gain of 30.2 per cent on $986 worth of feed and
bedding $298
Net loss $614
Resulting estimated labor income for same 395
farms in 1931 —$221
Inaccuracies can be pointed out in these assumptions, but the figures
help to visualize the seriousness of price declines in the farmer's econ-
omy. His taxes, interest, and insurance bills will scarcely be reduced
during the depression.
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Tenant Farms
There is no definite system of renting farms in this area except that
the transaction is usually on a cash basis. The census reported 126 ten-
ant farms in Grafton County, 107 of which were cash rented.'^ Out of
the 414 in this study, 44 might be classified as tenant farms. However,
21 of these paid no rent, but had the use of the farm by paying certain
fixed costs. Usually the tenant paid the taxes and often the insurance.
One or both of these items were likely to constitute the entire charge
for the use of the farm. With a very few exceptions, these were family
affairs.
There were 23 farms mostly on a cash rent basis that had the appear-
ance of being business propositions. A financial summary of these is
shown in Table 34. Incidentally, the method of figuring the corre-
sponding farm labor income for tenant farms is also illustrated.
The average farm labor income for this group was $508, which is
considerably better than that for all farms in the survey. The tenants'
labor incomes averaged $705, and their returns on capital averaged
3.89 per cent because they had little capital and paid the landlord rent
corresponding to a low interest rate.
BUSINESS ANALYSES
Size of Farm Business
A proper size is necessary for the most successful development of
any business undertaking. This is emphasized by the recent tendency
for industry to form corporations and super-corporations in order to
exercise control over large amounts of capital. Farming is one of the
few business undertakings in which the individual manager still con-
tinues to meet competition with a good measure of success. This is par-
ticularly true of dairy farming. Nevertheless, within the individual
farmer's range of control, there is a choice of size of business which is
important.
New ITam])slnre is typical of an early settled region with farms laid
out in small fields to accommodate the use of hand tools in a self-suf-
ficient type of agriculture. The hoe and the sickle limited a man's
eft'orts to few acres. Irregular i)atclies of potentially tillable land and
plenty of movable stones for building fences have contributed to the
definiteness of these small dimensions. Under present conditions even
the dairyman has his six-foot mower, a horse-rake, a manure spreader.
He may have a milking machine and a tractor. The original farm is
inadequate. The oi)erator must ])roduce more units with less human
labor. The volume of production must be increased in order that
smaller increments of profit per unit may contribute to an increased
total net income.
To undertake any industrial enterprise without first giving regard
to size would be considered suicidal. Because jn-esent-day farmers have
grown u]) on these acres and, scarcely realizing, have been forced out
of conditions in whicli small farms were adequate, they are often han-
I
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Size of the farm business is not always a matter of acres. The num-
ber of cows kept or the acres planted to intensive crops like potatoes
may be more important. The amount of capital invested and the num-
ber of man work units are also used as measures. As long as the farms
are uniform, any one of these yardsticks will measure satisfactorily the
size of the business. Usually, conditions vary so much from farm to
farm that some indices are much more trustworthy than others. For
example, if a man owns 200 acres of land, but most of the pasture has
groAvn up to worthless bushes and the fields produce scarcely anything




In Table 35, the total capital invested in the farm business was used
as a measure of size. There were 54 farms having an average invest-
m.ent of $3,991. Their average return in labor income was $204, or less
than one-fourth as much as that of the 71 farms having an average to-
tal capital of $22,785. There is an unmistakable tendency for incomes
to increase with the amount of capital. The larger farms got better
milk production per cow and better prices for milk. They got more
work done with less man labor as evidenced by the increasing man
work units per man.
Table 35—Relation of total capital to lahor income.
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Table 36—Relation of total acres to labor income.
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sons why size^eontribiites to better incomes. Under conditions existing
in the year of the study, the table suggests that one should have about
the average number of cows to expect an average labor income ; he
should have 25 cows to get hired man's wages ; still better results could
be obtained by keeping more cows.
Table 38—Relation of numhcr of coics per farm to labor income.
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numbers of work units reflect the importance of this factor. Repre-
senting, then, the best measure of size, this use of work units in the
table emphasizes the importance of a gpod-sized business in the farm
economy.
The relation of man Avork units per farm to various other factors is
shown in Table 40. All figures given in Tables 39 and 40 that relate
to factors of size increased with this measure,—number of men, num-
ber of horses, number of cows, total capital and acres in crops. Some
of the other factors listed afford a clue to the reason why size is im-
portant in the farm economy.
Table 40—Relation of man icork units per farm to other factors.
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This whole ^I'oup o! -VJo larnis with 15.7 cows and 229 acres of land
per farm is made up of units much superior in size to the average for
the State. The State's average was 6.2 cows, and 131.5 acres of land
per farm.* This comparison would indicate that the farms surveyed
were twice as large as the average for the State, but other areas may
have had more cash crops or more poultry to offset a part of this ap-
parent discrepancy.
Total Receipts
This measure of size of business, often used in industry, changes
not only with volume, but also with prices. Individual farms may
be eliminated from certain groups because of losses due to poor
management or misfortune. In other w^ords, this measure is very
close to net income, because all that remains to be done is to subtract
expenses. There are two observations to be made in connection with
Table 41, in which this measure is used. The first one is trite. Re-
ceipts must be built up to several thousand dollars before even a fair
labor income can be expected. Satisfactory labor incomes are impossi-
ble with small receipts. The second observation is to call attention to
the fact that $5,000 receipts on one farm is better than $2,500 on each
of two farms. Two men working on one farm in the group having
average receipts of $5,449 would each get hired men's wages of around
$600, one presumably as a laborer and the other as an operator. The
two men as operators of farms each averaging $2,455 receipts would
get only $74 a piece for their time. In other w^ords, the proportion of
income that accrues to labor increases with gross receipts. This fact
is evidenced in the last column of the table, which indicates that 17
per cent of total receipts accrued to labor income in the last group
but only 3 per cent in the second group.
Number of Men
Because it takes more men to run a large business than a small one,
it should be possible to measure size by the number of men employed
on the farm. Such a method was used in making Table 42. The size
of farms increases as indicated by a consistent change in average man
work units |)er farm from 244 to 769. Prodiiction per cow or ])rice of
milk or both tend to increase, but there is little response in labor in-
comes. The reason is not far to seek. The number of men employed on
farms is a result of size and not a cause. When we select farms be-
cause they have more men employed there is no guarantee that the
men will be used efficiently. The group that emplo.ved an average of
approximately two men was the least efficient of all wnth 212 work
units per man, and the group having 2.5 men was next in inefficiency.
When size was measured by work units per farm, the work units per
man ranged from 125 to 306 ; and when size was measured by number
* United States Census, lO.TO. Aijrieulture, New ITainpsliire, pp. 6 and 9.
Cows and heifers born before 1928, kept mainly for milk produetion, 08,792,
reported by 11,018 farms.
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Table 41—Relation of total receipts to lahor income.
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Table 43—Relation of man work units per man and number of men to
labor income.
Man work units per man.
Xu
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seedings which provide a desirable clover hay do not have a predomi-
nant influence on crop index because of the relatively small total
acreage.
Regardless of all these considerations, crop indexes above the aver-
age did show a considerable tendency to increase labor incomes (Ta-
ble 44). They were assisted somewhat by better production per cow,
larger businesses, and more work accomplished per man.
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to disease over which the farmer has lost control, State agencies should
ofifer some assistance
;
if it results from a lack of understanding of the
principles of sanitation or dairy management, certainly here is a fruit-
ful field for dairy extension Avork. In any ease, these farmers cannot
expect any measure of success so long as this condition ])revails. Tt is
useless to hope for a time when consumers will ])ay prices that will
justify a reasonable farm income from such a low production.
These 54 farms with an average milk production per cow of 2,833
pounds had an average labor income of —$390. The second group,
with an average production of 3,992, obtained an average labor income
of $34. The table indicates that under conditions existing in the year
of this study, a production of some 6,000 pounds per cow was neces-
sary, if the operator expected to get hired men's wages. The last group
of 69 farms, with an average milk production of 7,222 pounds per cow,
was rewarded Avith an average labor income of $1,228.
Production per cow is one of the important factors most susceptible
to improvement in this area. Farms with herds averaging less than
5,000 pounds of milk per cow, especially, should strive for ways and
means of improvement. A production of 7,000 pounds is good income
insurance. That it is ])ossible and practical is evidenced by the fact
that 69 farmers out of 395 attained a somewhat better average pro-
duction and received labor incomes nearly twice as high as the near-
est competing group. Their labor incomes were more than three times
the average for all the farms.'to'
Production Per Cow and Crop Index
These factors are combined in Table 46. Something of their
relative importance is indicated by observing the change in labor
incomes from left to right and from top to bottom. With every im-
provement in milk production for all three columns, there is a definite
and decided increase in average labor incomes. The influence of crop
index is less pronounced although the tendency is for incomes to im-
prove with better yields. The average labor income for 52 farms that
were below average in both crop yields and milk production per cow
was —$97 ; the average labor income for 47 farms tliat were above
average in both factors was $1,093.
Production Index
This same combination of crop yields and production per cow plus
eggs per hen and net increase and other returns from sheep, when
of any importance, are included in production index. (See definitions.)
The importance of production index as a measure of profits on these
farms is indicated in Table 47. The first grou]! of 47 farms which
lacked 40 ])er cent of being uj) to average production in crops, cows,
hens and sheei) lacked $469 on the average of joaying interest and
farm expenses. The group wliicii was average in respect to produc-
tion averaged practically the same labor income as the average for all
farms, $396. The 24 operators who qualified for the last group by
having production more than 30 per cent above average received labor
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Table 46—Relation of milk production per cow and crop index to lahor income.
Crop index.
Less than 90. 90 to 110. Over 110.
Production less than 4,650 pounds per cow
Number of farms 53
Average labor income —$97
Other averages :
Crop index 70
Milk per cow (pounds) 3,488
Number of cows 12.2
Milk price per cwt $2.90
Man work units per man 217
Production from 4,650 to 5,650 pounds per
CO IV
Number of farms 36
Average labor income $161
Other averages :
Crop index 74
Milk per cow (pounds) 5,047
Number of cows 12.8
Milk price per cwt $2.92
Man work units per man 212
Production over 5,650 pounds per cow
Number of farms 54
Average labor incom,e $789
Other averages :
Crop index 74
Milk per cow (pounds) 6,511
Number of cows 14.2
Milk price per cwt $3.01
Man work units per man 223
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this table
;
work units i)er man indicate no increase in efficiency ; even
the price of milk lends no aid, but milk per cow is significant of the
change which accounts for a range in average labor incomes from—$469 in the first group to $1,469 in the last group.
Production and Size
Previously, the suggestion was made that yields might be poor
enough so that the larger the business, the less the income. In Table
48, sucli an instance is illustrated. Size is measured by number of
cows and production by yield of milk per cow. When production was
less than 4,650 pounds, the more cows the farms supported, the worse
off were the operators. When there was an average of 8 cows, the
average labor income was —$28, but when there was an average of
30 cows, the income was —$275. This loss occurred with increased
size of business in spite of the fact that the average price of milk per
hundredweight, as well as the work units per man, increased with the
number of cows. The better the production per cow, the greater the
Table 48—Relation of mill: productioyi per coio and numher of coivs per farm
to labor income.
Number of cows.
Less than 11. 11 to 20. More than 20.
Production Icsfi than 'i650 pounds per coir
Number of farms 49
Average labor income —.$28
Other averages :
Number of cows 7.3
Milk per cow (pounds) 3,429
Milk price per cwt $2.88
Man work units per farm 2.55
Man work units per man 185
Output index . 58
Production from .'i,650 to 5,650 pounds per cow
Number of farms 44
Average lubor income $14
Other averages :
Number of cows 6.9
Milk per cow (pounds) 5,082
Milk price per cwt $2.98
Man work units per farm 222
Man work units per num 170
Output index 72
Production over 5,650 pounds per cow
Number of farms 42
Average labor income $617
Other averages :
Number of cows 7.1
Milk per cow (pounds) 6,486
Milk price per cwt $2.93
Man work units per farm 257
Man work units i>er man 185
Output index 91
50
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effect on labor income of increasing the size of the herd. Even with
the best production, the farmers with herds averaging 7.1 cows per
farm obtained an average labor income of only $617. The average
output per man as measured by output index (see definitions) was
nearl.Y three times as large in the last group of farms having good pro-
duction and a large number of cows as in the first group with poor
production and few cows. The average output per man for the 27
farms having a large number of poor-producing cows was practically
the same as that for the 42 farms having a few high-producing cows.
Output per man maj^ be augmented either by adding more cows, or by
increasing the production per coav. With this group of farms, in 1929,
the advantage was decidedly in favor of getting production first and
then accumulating plenty of cows.
If size of business is measured by man work units, other things may
take the place of cows to some extent in contributing to an increased
volume. Therefore, increased incomes might result from a larger busi-
ness in spite of poor cows. Apparently, this happened in Table 49.
The largest farms made the best average incomes in spite of low pro-
duction of cows, although with high-producing cows the effect on labor
income of increasing the size of the business was much more pro-
nounced.
Table 49—Relation of production per cow and man tcork units per farm to
labor income.
Man work units per farm.
A
.
Less than 295 to More
295. 494. than 494.
Production less than -'i,650 pounds per cow
Number of farms 49
Average labor income —$182
Other averages :
Man work units per farm 221
Number of cows 8.2
Man work units per man 180
Milk price per cwt $2.84
Production from 'i,650 to 5,650 pounds per cow
Number of farms 45
Average labor income $28
Other averages :
Man worlv units per farm 201
Number of cows 8.0
Man work units per man 156
Milk price per cwt $2.94
Production over 5,650 pounds per cow
Number of farms 39
Average labor income $361
Other averages :
Man work units per farm 214
Number of cows 7.9
Man work units per man 153
Milk price per cwt $2.96
44
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Marketing- Milk*
Closely related to rates of production are the questions of quality
and price of the product. Price depends on a market. Quality of prod-
uct tends to be reflected in price. New England stays in the dairy
business in contrast to beef production because of nearby markets for
a bulky perishable i)roduct in the form of whole milk. The market for
milk becomes more exacting in its demands and continually requires
a better product. There are worth-while premiums to be obtained for
low bacteria counts, especially in summer, and for Grade A producers.
Table 50—Avcrof/e net price of niiJlc hif monthft:-*
(Tenth zone, 10 year average, April 1920 to March 1929.)
Net Per cent of
Month. price. yearly average.
April . . . .
May . . . .
June . . . .
July . . . .
August . .
September







Average for winter period
•Average for 13 months . .
$2.39
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Skill in the management of the herd is involved in the problem of
seasonal production. Suitable equipment in the barns and elsewhere
for handling milk in deference to its high susceptibility to contamina-
tion by ever-present bacteria may provide some means to the end of
getting a better product. Beyond this, with a given supply, the farmer
is largely at the mercy of the market demand.
Prices
That there is considerable variation in prices received for milk in
this region is evidenced by figures in Table 51. There were 66 farmers
that sold their product at an average price of less than $2.56 per hun-
dredweight, and there were the same number that sold for more than
$3.46. Among these farms are represented various methods of selling,
including a very few operators who retailed all their milk and several
who sold enough products locally, appreciably to affect average prices.
That prices are important no one would question. The change in labor
incomes from $95 to $868 through the groups in this table is a reflec-
tion of their significance. Associated with better prices there was some
increase in fat test, an increase in production per cow and better size
and efficiency as measured by man Avork units.
Table 51—Relation of price received for milk per Jmndredweight to
labor income.
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Table 52—Relation of ynilk production per cow and price per hundrcdireight of
milk sold to l^bor income.
*
Price per hundredweight.
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Table 53—Relation of proportion of year's milk produced in October, November
and December to labor income.






Proportion of milk Man Man
of years' milk produced work work Milk
produced during Number October. units units Number Milk price Labor
October, November of November, per per of per cow per in-
and December. farms. December. farm. man. cows. (pounds) cwt. come.
Less than 26 per
cent 173 17.9 414 227 15.7 4,901' $2.84 $203
26 per cent or
more 167 31.0 401 230 15.8 5,423 3.05 534
Total or average 340 24.4 407 229 15.7 5,157 $2.94 $366
Table 54—Relation of November-Jnne ratio of milk production to labor income
i3J,9 farms).*
Per cent that milk production in





Less than 65- Over
Milk production in pounds. 65. 100. 100.
Milk per coiv less than 4,550 pounds
Number of farms 43 22 28
Average labor income —$195 —$162 $12
Other averages :
Milk per cow (pounds) 3,430 3,745 3,443
November-June ratio 41 81 151
Milk price per cwt $2.83 $2.90 $3.12
Man work units per man 238 257 230
Milk per cow from .'i.550 to 5,450 pounds
Number of farms 35 38 30
Average labor income —$6 $398 $372
Other averages :
Milk per cow (pounds) 4,969 4,884 4,937
November-June ratio 43 82 144
Milk price per cwt $2.79 $3.00 $3.10
Man work units per man 220 231 247
Milk per cow more than 5,^50 pounds
Number of farms 38 55 60
Average labor income $621 $896 $911
Other averages :
Milk per cow (pounds) 6,353 6,485 6,402
November-June ratio 47 86 140
Milk price per cwt $2.73 $3.10 $3.13
Man work units per man 214 239 231
* A considerable number of farms omitted because they produced practically
no milk either in June or in November.
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Methods of Selling
Thirty-three farmers received 10 per cent or more of tiieir gross
receipts from milk and milk products in local sales (Table 55). This
affected total average prices enough to make the corresponding farms
somewhat less comparable in respect to prices. Of this number of oper-
ators, a very few retailed milk and several others sold to retailers
either a part or all of their output and got better than usual wholesale
market i)rices. One or two sold butter to retail customers, and about
as many had a special local market for cream. Several sold milk prod-
ucts to cam])s or other summer places during the summer.
Table 55—Relation of methods of selling to labor income and other factors.
Average.
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for the month of November than for June, while the other groups had
16 or 17 per cent less. The average labor income for the Grade A pro-
ducers was $713.
Some influences resulting from the production of more milk in the
fall and winter are indicated for the different methods of selling in
Table 56. The averages for the "retailers" are not very reliable on ac-
count of the small numbers of farms included in the groups. Doubt-
less, variations in methods of selling rather than seasonal production
are responsible for some change in prices for these groups.









Milk per cow (pounds) 4,8
Milk price per cwt
Man work units per man
Tons of milk per man






Milk per cow (pounds)
Milk price per cwt
Man work units per man
Tons of milk per man






Milk per cow (pounds)
Alilk price jier cwt
Man work units per man
Tons of milk i^er man
In general, better prices and better labor incomes are associated
with more fall milk. More efficiency and better production are con-
tributing causes. The extreme variations in seasonal production among
these farms indicate a lack of consistency that must be due to one of
November-June ratio
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two causes, either a lack of control of the time of freshening or un-
certainty as to the best practices in that respect. Of course, milk can
be produced much more cheaply on pasture feed, but prices are better
in the winter and spring-freslieninp: cows are seldom fed to produce
as well as fall-freshening cows. A fall and winter production consider-
ably better than spring and summer could be easily accomplished by
breeding cows at the proper time, and probably the increased produc-
tion incident to more care and better feeding would contribute to
larger labor incomes. Very likely, the Grade A producers, who rep-
resent a rather selected group of dairymen, in so far as they are able
to meet certain rather exacting requirements, are nearest right in sea-
sonal production with a November-June ratio of 103, even tliough a
rigorous rating requirement does not leave the matter entirely to vo-
lition. CatherAvood found Grade A producers in New York had a No-
vember-June ratio of 104 while the farms that sold Grade B milk aver-
aged only 53.^* He also says : "In general, on the farms with the best
milk markets, the cows are bred to freshen in the fall and are fed the
most grain and silage. This results in high production per cow."
Labor EflBciency
With relatively high-priced labor and the possibility of substituting
machine for hand methods, labor efficiency becomes a very important
factor in farm management. He who would make money out of hiring
labor must so organize and direct his business that he can make better
than average use of labor. The farmer's personal income is largely
from his ow^n and his family's labor, and for that reason his interests
should tend to be served by high wages rather than low. However,
this condition does not prevail with a falling price level because wages
drop more slowly than the prices of things which the farmer sells.
The average for all workers on these 395 farms was 231 man work
units of productive labor per man. The corresponding figure for 578
farms in Livingston County, New York, in 1928 w^as 223.^ While prac-
tically the same basis was used for computation in both cases, the small
amount of difference in the two results is not significant. The meas-
ures previously given in Table 27 are, of course, not sufficiently accu-
rate to justify precise comparisons.
Although a work unit represents the amount of work that an aver-
age man accomplishes in 10 hours, there are many reasons why the
average accomplishment of a region should fall below a theoretical
limit, say, of 300 Avorking days. In computing Avork units, no alloAV-
ance is made for repairs and other unproductive Avork. The difficulty
of providing a uniform supply of productive AVork month by month
and Aveek by Aveek is apparent to ever}- person Avitli farm experience.
Milking Machines
Estimates by 326 farmers regarding the time necessary to do the
work in caring for their cows a year averaged 162 hours per coav.
There Avere 96 of the number that had milking machines, and their
estimates averaged 130 hours per coav. The remaining 230 averaged
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175 per cow. Not all of this efficiency can be attributed to milking ma-
chines, however, because the farms with milking machines were larger
as evidenced by numbers of cows per farm (Table 57). The greatest
advantage of the milking machine may be in alleviating fatigue, rather
than in saving time.
Table 57—Relation of milking machine to various factors and to labor income.
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efficiency is indicative of the importance of this factor. Tliere is no
more significant criterion by which to judpe a man's success as a
farmer than to analyze his business organization from the standpoint
of labor efficiency. The large-sized business lends itself most easily to
plans for using labor economically. "NVitli every increase in man work
units per man, the table registers an appreciable and consistent pre-
requisite in the form of more cows and more Avork units per farm.
Number of Cows Per Man
A simpler method of checking efficiency would be to compare tiie
number of men with the number of cows to learn how many cows Avere
cared for per man. Table 59 bears evidence of the effectiveness of this
measure. The 60 farms on which the average number of cows cared for
per man was 15.4 got an average labor income of $832. The i)roduetion
of milk per cow was not appreciably more than for those in the second
group who average 5.7 cows per man, but the average labor income
was increased by more than four-fold. In so far as an average of only
59 per cent of the income on all these farms is from dairy products and
a small amount from net sales of cattle, this is not a thorough measure.
Some farmers were more efficient because, with few cows, they did
other things to effectively bring increased incomes ; others had in-
creased the production per cow.
Table 59—Relation of innnhcr of coirs per iikiii to labor iii<-omc.
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Table 60—RcUifiou of production of milk per cow and number of coics per man
to labor income.
Number of cows per man.
A
/ >,
Less than 7- 11 and
7. 10. over.
Production lexs than Jf,650 pounds per cow
Number of farms 43 47 36
Average labor income —$57 —$242 —$72
Other averages :
Milk per cow (pounds) 3,312 3,698 3,619
Cows per man 4.3 8.6 13.2
Man work units per man 170 231 304
Milk price per cwt $2.96 $2.95 $2.96
Production from 'i,6'>0 to '>,650 pounds per
coir
Number of farms 33 50 41
Arerage labor income —$188 $532 $573
Other averages :
Milk per cow (pounds) 5,024 5,152 5,054
Cows per man 4.4 8.4 13.9
Man work units per man 143 231 306
Milk price per cwt $2.97 $2.97 $3.05
Production over 5.630 pounds per cow
Number of farms 45 57 43
Arerage labor income $345 $859 $1,371
Other averages :
Milk per cow (pounds) 6,533 6,611 6,658
Cows per man 4.8 8.3 12.9
Man work units per i.x.,n 165 225 303
Milk price per cwt $2.98 $3.02 $2.97
Crop Acres Per Man
The relative unimportance of crops in contributing directly to re-
ceipts for all the farms surveyed renders crop acres per man rather
unsatisfactory as a measure of efficiency. In general, twice as many
crops per man in the lower half of Table 61 resulted in a 40 per cent
Table 61—Relation of crop acres per man to labor income.
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increase in labor incomes as compared to the first part of the table.
In a region selling cash crops, this measure of efficiency becomes very-
effective. AYith a given crop, say potatoes, the number of acres per
• man, or a saving in man labor per acre, would be very imjjortant on
these farms as elsewhere.
Tons of Milk Produced Per Man
This depends on size, production per cow, and efficiency. The num-
ber of cows per man may contribute as well as the production of
milk i)er cow. On farms selling milk, it is a rather important meas-
ure of results. The average production per man for these farms was
22.7 tons (Table 62). There were 105 farms, not one of which had as
much as 15 tons per man ; in fact, an average of only 9.4 tons. On
these, the averge labor income was —$96. Between 21 and 26 tons
of milk per man returned an average labor income of $324 to 67 opera-
tors. This is about the minimum amount with which one might expect
to qualify as a reasonably good dairyman. Over half of the operators
failed to attain this level of efficiency. There were 79 farms on which
the operators attained the excellent record of practically 41 tons of
milk per man with average labor incomes of $1,118. The prerequisites
for success as indicated by the table are plenty of cows, good milk pro-
duction, and an efficient organization for getting things done
size, good quality and labor efficiency.
good
Table 62—Relation of tons of milk produced per man to labor income.
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Table 63—Relation of man icork iinifs per farm and man irorjc nnitx per man
to labor income.
Man work units per farm.
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Among the small farms, increasing the labor efficiency from 108 to
220 work units per man gave a corresponding change in average la-
bor incomes of $538, but on large farms a corresponding change from
200 to 387 work units per man made a change in average labor incomes
of $963. Large farms provide easier conditions for getting efficiency,
and the rewards are much greater.
The 48 farms representing the lowest third both in efficiency and
size had an average labor income of —$282, while the grouii of 44
farms in this table having the best efficiency and the best size i)rovided
an average labor income of $1,372.
The operators of the least efficient group among the largest third of
the farms got an average labor income $153 better than the most effi-
cient group among the smallest third of the farms. Size of business is
important.
Output Index
The number of work units per man measures the number of acres or
animals cared for without allowance for differences in yields. The out-
put index of a given farm is the per cent that the quantity of products
produced per man on that farm is of the average for the region. A
production index of 80 on a dairy farm might be partially justified by
a labor efficiency percentage of 130. The product, or output index,
Avould be 104. When both production and labor efficiency are low, the
output index exaggerates the discrepancy; the product of 80 by 80 is
64.
There were 50 farms with an output index of 50 or less (Table 64).
The labor incomes averaged —$499. With an average output index of
99, there were 62 farms that got slightly better labor incomes than the
average for the whole group. Fifty-one farms that qualified with an
output index above 150 returned labor incomes averaging $1,679. Good
production from both crops and animals together with large size and
good labor efficiency represent the most important factors of business
T
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management that can be measured on these farms. A good output in-
dex presupposes a good-sized business, since, as previously shown, size
of business is the most important factor affecting labor efficiency.
Compared with dairy farms in general, this whole group is better
in respect to size, with an average of 15.7 cows per herd, and in labor
efficienc}^ with an average of 231 work units per man, than it is in re-
spect to production with an average of only 5,150 pounds of milk per
cow. It is always important in any business organization to adjust a
weak factor first. Therefore, an improvement of these herds from the
standpoint of milk production per cow should first be sought for this
region through better sanitation, better breeding, better feeding, or
any other legitimate means to that end. Better cows will often involve
a readjustment of size in respect to more cows and sometimes, more
acres. There are two reasons why : first, with better cows, a large sized
business becomes more important, and second, many of the farms at
present are much too small to allow reasonable labor efficiency. In
other words, with the individual small farm, size may well be the first
and most important adjustment to consider.
Balance of the Farm Business
Labor efficiencj^ usuall.y is much more dependent on size of business
and distribution of work through the year, a well balanced business,
than upon the managerial capacity of the farmer. Hiring and direct-
ing the few men likely to be employed on a farm at any one time is not
a serious problem. Because of the seasonal requirements of many farm
enterprises, a good labor distribution is difficult to attain. Hay must
be cured when the sun shines, and crops can hardly be raised in winter.
Dairying is well adapted to Grafton County cojiditions because it
makes good use of land for pasture that is unsuited for cro])ping, uti-
lizes hay and other forage easy to grow but having little market value,
provides manure for the maintenance of fertility in soils naturally res-
ponsive to its use, and is within reasonable distance of a good market
for a highly perishable and bulky product like whole milk. Without
dairying, there would be little use so far north for the rich alluvial
soils of the Connecticut River. Many intensive cash crops are unsuited
to the short growing season, and extensive crops are hardly accom-
modated by the small fields.
Under usual conditions, a dairy farm needs some diversification. It
is seldom that the wholesale milk business alone has provided the best
organization for farms in any region. In the past, when cows were
milked by hand, to care for ten was a man's job, but it only provided
about half a year's work as measured by man work units. The milking
machine has made it possible for a man to milk more cows, but it has
not eliminated all the advantages to be obtained from combining other
enterprises with wholesale milk. There are fewer chores in summer,
and the days are longer. Therefore, it is usually good management to
develop one or two enterprises other than dairying for a part or all of
the year to provide additional receipts without a commensurate in-
crease in expenses. The variety of enterprises to choose for this pur-
pose in Grafton County is somewhat restricted.
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Receipts from Crops I
Keceipts from crops were very small, averaging 3.7 i^er cent for the !
whole group. There were no sales of crops on 193 farms. An attempt I
was made in Table 65 to discover any advantage that might result i
from having the receipts from milk supi)lemented by some crop sales. !
The grou]) of 54 farms that averaged 18 per cent of its receipts from :
crops got an average labor income of $514. This rather favorable I
result was in spite of poor quality cows and a low average price for i
milk. There is scant reason to believe that the production of a reason- ij
able proportion of crops is necessarily ])rejudieial to a favorable milk
production per cow. Personal prejudices might be so reflected, but
hardly would the average farmer's capacity as a manager be that cir-
cumscribed on these small farms. There was little or no increase in
man efficiency apparent as a result of more crops, but the size of the
farm business was increased. Doubtless, many of the crops were grown
in too small areas and with too much hand work to use labor efficiently.
Table 65—Relation of per cent of receipts from crops to labor income.
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must be grown in comparatively large acreages and with a minimum
of hand labor to be profitable, it should still appeal to more dairy
farmers as a means of diversifying a large business.
Cabbage
Cabbage has hardly been tried in this area. It is adapted to a cool
climate and plenty of rainfall. Some liming would probably be re-
quired on New Hampshire soils. Cabbage fluctuates in price even
more than potatoes, but may be easily harvested as a succulent feed
in years when it cannot be sold. It is merely suggested here as a pos-
sibility because, unlike potatoes, it requires no expensive machinery.
Poultry
The only animal enterprise other than dairy cows that had been
found feasible as a commercial undertaking by farmers included in
the survey was poultry. Hens have combined reasonably well with
cows in other intensive dairy regions of the United States. They are
economically sound for New Hampshire in producing a high quality
and perishable product to supply a high-class trade in neighboring cit-
ies. As handled commercially, chickens are likely to provide more
work in summer than in winter. The climate in Grafton County is
somewhat rigorous for poultry, but with good buildings and proper
care, this enterprise should contribute to better labor incomes. As
there were only eight farmers that had an average inventory of 200
hens or more, no tabulations regarding poultry were attempted.
MiscellaneQtus Receipts
Miscellaneous items of income included work off the farm, maple
products, honey, lumber, fair premiums, wool, wood, summer board-
ers, and similar projects of great variety and of difficult classifica-
tion. Of all receipts, an average of about 13 per cent came from this
source. There were two ways of adding other sources of income to
the dairy farms in this region. One was to develop additional enter-
prises on the farm itself, and the other was to seek work off the farm,
and oftentimes in unrelated business. With industry paying relatively
high wages and with farming none too profitable, the advantage in
income has often been with the person w^io was successful in finding
other things than farming to do. In so far as the farm is kept as in-
surance against the uncertain continuity of some other occupation, it
contributes some value in addition to that of reducing the probable
costs of maintaining a family. The variations in these opportunities
make any attempt at comparing them futile.
The farmers in this section may well seek some one or two enter-
prises to fit in with the dairy business, but they should make them sub-
sidiary and not allow competition with quality or quantity in the dairy
enterprise itself. This statement is not significant for him who has a
good opportunity to do other things than farming and who wishes to
use his farm merely as a home. A very small business, even disregard-
ing quality, may well suit his convenience.
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One should not make tlie mistake of assuming that no enterprise can
add to the profits of a dairy farm unless it pays equally as well as milk
production. The advantage may lie in keeinng hired men and horses
busy witli a small remuneration when otherwise they would be idle
and contribute no value at all.
Even without any other enterprises, good production per cow and
the et¥icient use of a milking machine may enable a person to get a
reasonably well organized business in the production of wholesale milk
alone. Sixty of these farms averaged over 15 cows per man and many
did better. With an average of 20 cows for each man, one already has
a labor efficiency of 300 work units per man, and M'ith a production
of 6,000 pounds of milk per cow the yield per man would be 60 tons
of milk.
The beginning of a period of low and decreasing prices should be
accei)ted by the dairy farmer as a challenge to rid his farm of all jioor-
producing animals by vigorous and thorough culling. Before ]irices
have recovered, he should find it possible to replace poor animals with
good ones. Farming like other business should be vigorously over-
hauled occasionally for possibilities of saving labor, and a depression
period is the accepted time to do it. The world moves. The only thing
that does not change is change itself and that even may become accel-
erated.
Miscellaneous Factors
Hill and Valley Farms
In Table 66 the farms were grouped in relation to distance from
market and from the better roads and soils of the Connecticut River
valley. Using as crude a measure as cali])ers on the map, there were
93 farms that were within one mile, as the crow flies, of the Connecti-
Table 66—Hill and vallci/ farms and distances to market.
Upland fa
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for the valle}^ farms over those of the upland was considerably more
than sufficient to pay interest on the difference in investments is evi-
denced by average labor incomes of $511 and $357, respectively. There
is a suggestion here of why some boys leave home. They happened to
be born on a hill farm. Under present conditions the farm is hardly
commensurate with their abilities ; it might better be used for pasture
or woodland contributing to a larger business with headquarters on
good alluvial soil in the valley.
Increasing distance from market also reduced both capital and labor
income. It is more evident with the hill farms, not primarily due to the
hills, but because of poor roads. The average distance to market for
milk from the hill farms was 4.7 and from the valley farms 3.1 miles.
There were 85 of the hill farms from which milk had to go an aver-
age distance of 10.3 miles to be delivered at the station.
With a bulky perishable product like milk that must be delivered
every day, distance to market is a very important factor. The advan-
tages to dairy farmers of easily accessible markets are seldom entirely
capitalized in the values of nearby land.
Values of Crop Land
In most regions there are different grades of land selling at corre-
sponding prices. A decision must be made between having the best
at a high price or putting up with poor land because it is cheap. In
general, the best land for farming purposes is the most economical
to buy, but this does not necessarily mean the highest priced land.
Farm buildings very near villages and cities often have a certain resi-
dential value, or some of the land reflects the price of potential house-
lots. Outside any appreciable influence of this nature, equally good
land for farming purposes sells considerably cheaper. If hard roads
prevail, the slight additional distance to trading centers may be negli-
gible in the farm economy.
Table 67—Relation of value of crop land per acre to labor income.
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Forty-nine farms in Table 67 had crop land with an average value
of $84 per acre. In spite of larger businesses on the average, better
milk production per cow and better prices for milk, this group did not
obtain such good average labor incomes as groups having somewhat
cheaper land. Although better average crop yields were also obtained,
there is a suggestion that the majority of these farms had land that
was considerably over-valued for farming jmrposes and for some of
the reasons suggested.
On the other hand, the next higher grades of land as sorted in the
table aj)pear to contribute to better businesses and better incomes than
the poorer grades. Crop land values averaging $40 or $50 an acre are
associated with labor incomes averaging nearly $600 while less valu-
able land provides scarcely half as much in labor incomes. Not all the
advantage is due to better crop land because the farms increased in
average size, in production per cow and in price of milk as well as in
crop yields.
If hay be groAvn on $100 land for $25 an acre, the cost of the land,
including interest, taxes, etc., might represent from one-fourth to one-
third of the total cost. But with intensive crops like potatoes where
the total cost per acre is high, say $150, it becomes increasingly impor-
tant to have the land suitable regardless of price. If the difference in
annual cost between $100 and $200 land were $8, this might be offset
by an increased potato j^ield of 10 bushels or less.
Expenses for Labor and Feed
These represented 54.7 per cent of all the expenses (Table 31). La-
bor, including un])aid, represented 24.1 ])er cent. To s]iend wisely is
quite as imjjortant as to earn, except for the question of priority. One
j




Plaving a given amount of work to be done, one might hire it all I
done, 01- hire some help to get it done, or by longer hours and more effi-
cient methods do it all himself. It is obvious that the proceeds of the
'
last metliod would all accrue to the operator, while the other methods i
would distribute a part or all of the proceeds to others. I
On some of these farms the proportion of expenses that went for la-
|
bor in getting a given amount of work done was much different than
j
on others (Table 68). As would be expected, the farms in each size
j
group on which a large projiortion of exjicnses went for labor pro- I
vided a small average labor income for their operators. With small •
farms having a large proportion of expenses in labor, the average la- i
bor income was —$395. Operators of large farms with a small pro-
|
portion of expenses in labor obtained average labor incomes of $1,245.
In all cases a larger proportion of expenses for labor meant less labor
income. The trouble was not in paying liiglier wages—iirobably the
Avages paid were actually lower—but in getting less done i)er man.
Large exix'uses in any size group always involved much less done per
man tliaii in the other groups.
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A station provided with equipment for handling Grade A milk.
Table 68—Relation of per cent of expenses in all labor except operator'i^ to
labor income.
Man work units per farm.
Less than 215
' Number of farms
Average labor income
Other averages :
Per cent for labor
Man work imits per farm
Man work units per man





Per cent for labor
Man work units per farm
Man work units per man .





Per cent for labor
Man work units per farm
Man work units per man
Milk per cow (pounds) . . .
Per
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Quite in contrast, apparently, to the results in Table 68 are those of
Table 69. The larger the average proportion of expenses paid for feed,
the better the average labor incomes. Advantage results from effi-
ciency, because with a larger proportion of expenses for grain there is
a tendency to a smaller percentage spent for labor. As a result, a con-
siderable change in man work units per man may be noted. The direct
advantage is that of increased production of milk per cow consequent
to better feeding.
Table 69—Relation of per cent of expenses in piirclniaed feed to labor income.
Man work units per farm.
Per cent of expenses in feed.
Small. Medium. Large.
Less than 275
Number of farms 50 45 26
Average labor income —$226 $69 $390
Other averages :
Per cent for feed 17
Man work units per farm 201
INIan work units per man 140
Milk per cow (pounds) 4,568
2~5 to -',5.'t
Number of farms 57
Average labor income —$272
Other averages ;
Per cent for feed 18
Man work units per farm 370
j\Ian work units per man 198
Milk per cow (pounds) 4,525
455 Or more
Number of farms 38
Average labor income $564
Other averages :
Per cent for feed 17 31 48
Man work imits per farm 713 658 686
Man work units per man 28G 292 339
Milk per cow (pounds) 4,821 5,402 5,874
32
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Local district school only 146













Milk Hours Tons Labor
cost labor milk in-
per cwt. per cow. per man. come.
Local district .school onlv $1,675 $1,399 $2.67 132 21 $187
More than district school $2,361 $1,997 $2.50 124 26 $452
* This information was obtained definitely for only 238 operators.
More than district school means that the person had had some experience
in high school, some business school training-, or a term or two in two-year col-
lege work, etc. It does not mean completing any definite length of time or any
course of study.
Summary of Business Analyses
Size, Efficiency, Production and the Price of Milk
These are all important factors influencing the profits of the farm
business. In Table 71 all farms Avere grouped on the basis of the
numbers of these factors that were average or better. There were 52
farms on which not one of these factors was equal to the average of the
region. The average labor income for the group was —$406. There
was only one farm out of this number which got a labor income as high
as $500.
Table 71—Effect on labor income of keeping certain selected factors up to the
average for the whole group.
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There were 110 farms that had only one factor np to requirements
and their average labor income was about $400 better than the previ-
ous group, but still minus. About one in ten of this group got a labor
income as high as $500.
The grou]) of 112 farms that had two factors as good as average
provided labor incomes averaging $277, and the group with three fac-
tors average or better returned their operators an average labor in-
come of $985. The group in which every farm was as good as average
in size, efficiency, production, and price received for milk, comprised
only 37, but the average labor income for the group was $1,755.
Seventy-nine per cent of the number got labor incomes of $1,000 or
more.
It is usually more important in the farm organization to improve a
factor that is very low than to attempt perfection with one that is al-
ready above average. The striking results from sorting farms with re-
spect to factors that are average or better are due to the elimination of
extremely weak s])ots in the organization and to a general summing up
of the several important factors that contribute to better incomes. It
:s unfortunate when a farmer, Avho has gained some success in develop-
ing a high-producing herd, gets so enthusiastic over the results that
he loses sight of similar advantages to be obtained from improvenuMit
in other factors like size or efficiency. Compared to improvement in a
Aveak factor, perfection is hard to ai)proach in any line ; the results will
be less striking, and the costs will be exaggerated. One of the advan-
tages to be derived from an analysis of normal conditions within a
region is to provide averages by which one may measure his failures
and successes.
Table 72 indicates the results from a similar grouping of the farms,
but with three of the factors raised to 110 per cent of average. In this
case only 18 farms qualified with man work units per farm 454 or
more, man work units per man 254 or more, milk production per cow
5,665 or more, and price of milk sold not less than the average of all,
or $2.98. The average labor income for the group was $2,223, and 61
per cent of the operators received labor incomes of $2,000 or more.
No one need doubt that additional advantages will accrue from set-
ting higher standards of attainment. In fact, the adjustment and im-
provement of all tlio factors in a farm business, ever cognizant of their
dependence on climate and prices, is a job worthy of the best brain and
brawn.
COSTS AND RETURNS OF MILK PRODUCTION
Methods of Calculation
Barn feed and bedding including concentrates, hay and other dry for-
age, silage and other succulence, and straw and sawdust were evalu-
ated by the farmer. Tlie j^rices used were the values on the farm for
home-grown croi)S (local selling pi'iecs less the cost of marketing) and
the cash paid for purchased materials. The feed and bedding were dis-
tributed to the animals using them in accordance with each farmer's
judgment.
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Table 72—Effect on labor income of keeping certain selected factors 10 per cent
above average and having the price of milk as good as average.
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Tlie rate used per hour for hired labor was the actual cost plus the esti-
mated cash cost of board. The values used for unpaid labor and for
the operator, including the cash value of jirivileges, were those esti-
mated by the operator in terms of wliat it would cost to hire comi)ar-
able labor. The work of women and children was expressed as an
equivalent of man labor. The range of estimates of the value of the
operator's time is shown in Table 74. The estimated value of privi-
leges is tliat comparable with unmarried hired men with whom these
operators had had experience. In other regions, the privileges are usu-
ally those of a married hired man often provided wdth a separate house
and other additional conveniences and farm products.
Table 74— ^'(Ui(t^io)^'i in estimates of the vnUic of ihdr time for tirdrv nto)iths











2 1 00 or more
Total or average 413 100.0 $1,179
Number of
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MiU-ing macltmes were charged directly to cows. The expenses for
maintenance and the inventories of milking machines were obtained
from the farmers. The present value subtracted from the original cost
was divided by the number of years in service to get depreciation for
one year.
Use of other equipment was based on its average value and was com-
puted at 19 per cent for all costs. This corresponds to the costs for all
farm machinery on these farms. The average inventory value of this
equipment for 414 farms was only $60.
Interest on cows and bulls as well as on a small amount of supplies was
charged at 6 per cent. These are the only places in this study where
any rate except 5 per cent has been used.
Taxes on livestock were very difficult for the farmer to separate. A
blanket tax rate for all cows was computed in the office as follows :
The tax rate in each town was multiplied by the corresponding num-
ber of farm records obtained in that town to get a weighted average
tax rate of 3.09 per cent. This was adjusted to a difference in valua-
tion of cows on April 1, 1929, as listed by the tax assessors and as
enumerated in this survey to a corresponding figure of 2.05 per cent
for use here. This rate was applied to cows and bulls, with the excep-
tion of purebred registered sires which are exempt from taxes under
Section 17 of Chapter 60 of the Public Laws of New Hampshire.
Miscellaneous costs included medicine, fly spray, solution for the
milker, association fees or dues, registration fees and other similar
items. They were apportioned by the farmer to the cost of milk or
otherwise at the time of giving his record.
Ice. The costs of cutting, hiring teams or special labor for getting
ice for farm purposes, in contrast to household use, were charged di-
rectly to coAvs. The time of regular farm labor and teams was included
in the labor on cows.
Electricity charges for farm purposes were separated by the opera-
tor from those for household uses. They were apportioned in the office
to cows as seemed most equitable, taking into consideration the pres-
ence of any special electrical equipment like milking machines and
. refrigerators.
Milk used on the farm included that fed to calves or other stock and
some waste, as well as all milk and milk equivalents of other dairy
products used by the operators' and landlords' families. The opera-
tors' estimates were used for the value of this milk.
Calves were credited to cows at value at birth as estimated by the
operators. Calves to be kept for bulls, for cows, or for veals were kept
separately as indicated in Table 75. This table also shows other details
concerning the cow enterprise for 414 farms.
Manure. The amount and value of manure produced per farm was
estimated by each operator. These figures have been previously given
in Table 17. Manure was credited on all farms at the average value
of $1.89 per ton.
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Table 76—Milk production. Summary of costs for 5,566 cows.
(326 farms with 6 cows or more)*
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Table 77—Milk production. Summary of returns and profitft for 5,566 coira.
(326 farms with 6 cows or more)
Returns.








Sold 82,156 $2,515 82.7
Used on farm 6,909 178 5.9
Calves born during-
year 16 82 2.7
Manure recovered .... 140 265 8.7
Miscellaneous 0*
Total returns $3,040 100.0
Gain $295
Total credits except milk 347
Net cow cost for all milk pro-
duced 2,398
4,812.0 $147.32 92.2 $2.82
404.7 10.43 .8 0.20
0.93
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Cost of Milk Production and Labor Income
89.
The cost of milk production varied widely from farm to farm and
had an important bearing on labor income (Table 78). On thirty-nine
farms the milk was produced at an average cost of $1.74 per hundred-
weight. There were nearly twice as many farms on which the average
cost was $4.72, and there were all gradations in between. The first
group, producing milk at the lowest cost, had an average labor income
of $1,299 in spite of a rather low selling price of $2.85 per 100 pounds
of milk. The last group of 72 farms with the highest average cost of
production provided an average labor income of only —$177, although
the price of $3.01 for milk sold was about average. The most obvious
prerequisite for low cost indicated in the table is milk production per
cow, which averaged 6,423 pounds in the first group and only 3,856 in
the last one. Another contributing cause is more cows per farm. De-
creasing efficiency accompanied increased costs as indicated by addi-
tional man hours per cow.
Table 78—Relation of cost of milk to labor income and other factors.
Average.
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Table 79—Relation of nnmhcr of coics per farm, to cost of ynilk and
labor income.
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Table 81—Relation of product inn per roir and number of coirs to cost of milk
production and labor income.
Number of cows per farm.
A
Milk production in pounds, Less than 13. 13-20. Over 20.
Milk per cow less than Jf,451 pounds
Number of farms 43
Average inilk cost per cut $4.52
Other averages :
Milk price per cwt $2.78
Number of cows 9.6
Milk per cow (pounds) 3,249
Per cent having milking machines 5
Hours per cow 207
Average labor income —$147
Milk per cow from 't,'f51 to 5,.'i50 pounds
Number of farms 55
Average milk cost per cwt $3.14
Other averages :
Milk price per cwt $2.95
Number of cows 9.3
Milk per cow (pounds) 5,138
Per cent having milking niuchiaes 7
Hours per cow 199
Average labor income $256
Milk per coiv more than 5,.'f50 pounds
Number of farms 30
Average milk cost per cwt $2.64
Other averages :
Milk price per cwt $3.03
Number of cows 9.5
Milk per cow (pounds) 6,657
Per cent having milking machines 13
Hours per cow 231
Average labor income $767
24
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The variations in the hours of man labor per cow for the different
groups of farms and some of the resulting relationships are recorded
in Table 82. Apparently, fewer hours of work per cow is an indication
of efficiencj' rather than of neglect on these farms. More cows, more
milking machines, better prices, better incomes, and scarcely less milk
production per cow are all common to the upper part of the table with
fewer hours of labor per cow.
Table 82—Relation of hours of man lahor per coir to cost of milk and
labor income.
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increasing proportion of milk produced in November average milk
costs decreased for the first three groups. This is explained by other
averages for the groups -which indicate increases in production per
cow, fewer hours of human labor per cow, and more milk per man.
Milk costs had a tendency to increase in the last two groups although
not very consistently. As would be expected, average prices for milk
increased rather regularly with more winter milk production.
Table 83—Relation of distrihution of milk production to cost of milk and labor
income (November-June ratio)
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ji
Table 84—Relation of distrihution of milk production to cost of milk and
jl
labor income.
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No striking contrasts were evident in tlie two groups of records
when arranged according to the November-June ratio of milk produc-
tion. A less proportionate number of the Grade A farms fell in the low-
ratio group, and a somewhat larger proportion in the high-ratio group.
For both groups, labor incomes Avere best Avitli the November-June
ratio near 100. Labor incomes were decidedly better when the produc-
tion ratio Avas near 150 tlian when it was only 50. The greater change
in price of milk came between the low and medium ratio groups. Costs
of production were considerably higher for the groups with a low No-
vember-June ratio.
Grain Feed per Cow.
In the adjustment of feed to milk production, consideration must be
given to the inherent productive capacity of the coavs and the relative
prices of milk and concentrates. In Table 86, the farms Avere arranged
according to the amounts of grain fed per coav. There Avas considerable
variation among the farms from the average of 1,522 pounds of grain
per COAV. The coavs in one group of 29 farms received an average of
only 521 pounds of grain per head, Avhile at the other extreme Avere 38
farms on Avhich they received 2,689.
Table
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f ers, at that time, the only practical method of getting better prices for
I
milk was to produce more in winter. This always involves heavier
grain feeding.
The cost of milk production declined consistently from an average
of $3.50 per hundredweight in the first group, with an average of 521
pounds of grain per cow, to $2.75 in next to the last group, with an
average of a little more than a ton of grain per cow. In the last group
for which grain averaged 2,689 pounds per cow, the cost of milk went
up to an average of $3.13 per hundredweight. There is an indication
here that the point of most economical feeding for this group of farms
had been exceeded. In the following table are sliowm the changes in
average amounts of grain and the resulting average milk production
from group to group of Table 86. For each of the 558 pounds of in-
creased grain in the last group of farms, an average of only 0.6 of a
pound of milk was obtained, but for each additional pound fed in the
second group as compared to the first, there was a response in milk
production of 1.7 pounds. Additional grain in the last group resulted
in onh- one-third as much increase in milk as in the second group and
only half as much as the average for all.
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Succulent Feed
Somewhat similar results were obtained in Table 87 by arranging
these farms according: to the amount of succulence fed. The climate
of this region is near the limit for economical corn production. Some
of the farms away from the Connecticut River which have a short
growing season because of elevation or frost pockets are ill adapted
to producing silage corn. The average amount of succulence used per
cow in this region Avas less than a ton and a half. On about one-third
of the farms no succulence was used.
Table 87—Relation of total succulence per cow to cost of milk production.
Average.
Total
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factors. The five factors used were: (1) man work units per farm, (2)
man work units per man, (3) production index, (4) milk price per
Jiundredweiglit, and (5) milk cost per hundredweight.
Table 88—Effect on labor income of having certain selected factors
as good as average.
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Grade cows kei)t for the production of M'holesale milk for the Boston
market represented the most important type of animal enterprise.
Very few hogs or sheep were raised. With a market for whole milk
and practically no corn grown, by-products are lacking for commer-
cial hog production. Sheep are out of the question largely because
they return much less per animal unit for high-priced feed than the
dairy cow and because there are few cash crops in this region to use
summer labor at as good an advantage as dairying.
Poultry furnishes a perishable product for sale and can make good
use of high-priced feed in supplying a quality product for a relatively
nearby market. In most dairy regions some poultry combines well with
milk production. A few farmers in this region maintained commercial
flocks of poultry, but there were hardly enough to judge of their suc-
cess. A distance of 200 miles from Boston and a rigorous climate are
rather unfavorable for poultry production in this area. Some poultry
as a side-line would probably prove profitable.
The part of Grafton County included in the survey is one of the most
intensive wholesale milk-producing areas in the State. Cows were
found on practically every farm. A few farmers retailed milk to small
villages within or near the county.
The twelve months included in the survey from April 1, 1929, to
March 31, 1930, represented one of the most prosperous years experi-
enced by these farmers. Milk prices had been creeping up since 1925,
and grain prices had dropped considerably in the last half of the sur-
vey period. The depression beginning in 1929 has quite reversed the
general situation. Labor incomes for 395 of the farms enumerated
averaged $393. The lowest labor income was —$2,679 and the highest
$5,138. The corresponding current (1930-1931) average labor income
has probably been reduced by not less than $600.
In a region selling whole milk almost exclusively, average labor in-
comes are likely to be low because dairying tends to be overdone. Many
operators undertake or continue to farm on small farms who are satis-
fied with very meagre incomes. Many such add to the total volume of
milk and contribute to an increased surplus which must reflect on the
price returned to all producers. This condition is augmented in Graf-
ton County because of the ease with which outlying farms already pro-
vided with livable buildings can be bought or hired.
The year of this study was one in which incomes responded to
proper organization. The real problems arise in depressions like the
present (1931) which result from discrepancies in changing price lev-
els. However, the farmer can live ; this is worth sometliing. There will
be no bread lines in the country. No one will starve. If the prosperity
peaks in city business are higher, the depression troughs are certainly
deeper. All mechanical business takes account of stock during a de-
pression i)eriod, if, indeed, it has any stock left, and the business of
agriculture should do the same. Depression is tlie birthplace of effi-
ciency. It is im])ortant that farmers dis])ense witli wasteful methods
of doing work, that they disi^lace uni)rofitable cows.
The most important consideration for this area is an increase of the
average production per cow. There are some herds in this area that
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are good in this respect, practically nojie that are exceptional, and the
average of 5,150 pounds of milk per cow for all is very low. On the
whole, production per cow is the weakest condition in farm manage-
ment in this area. If certain insidious diseases are responsible for this
condition, the State should take cognizance of the fact and set up ma-
chinery to enable the farmer to learn, at least, the best and most effica-
cious means of control. Tuberculosis eradication is already well under
way in this county, but contagious abortion is still prevalent. In so far
as breeding and farm sanitation have to do with better production and
better milk, there is a fertile field here for more research and exten-
sion work.
There are other factors which contribute to better milk production
per cow. One is better quality cows to be obtained through better
breeding or by purchase. This is fundamental, because without inher-
ent capacity other methods of appreciably increasing production per
cow may be futile. Feeding in sufficient amounts and with ingredients
properly balanced is important, and its results are obvious to every
farmer. Breeding for reasonably uniform production throughout the
year is important, not only because it has considerable effect on total
production per cow, but also because it puts milk on the market in ac-
cordance with consumer demand.
Because these are reasonably large businesses Avitli 15.7 cows and
233 acres of land per farm, no other factor needs correcting for the
group as a whole as badly as production. However, size and efficiency
are subject to improvement, and for individual farms either one or
both factors may easily become of paramount importance.
The best measure of size was man work units per farm, and the aver-
age was 413. In general, a two-man farm business is more easily organ-
ized for efficiency than a smaller one. There are many kinds of work
that require two men. Farming may be less monotonous for two. In
case of illness or necessary absence, an extra worker provides for get-
ting the milking done. Probably the most desirable business unit in
this area is from 30 to 60 cows with such other enterprises as can be fit-
ted into the organization and avoid serious conflicts with the dairy.
Such a business should provide at least 600 to 900 man work units per
farm and be susceptible to such an organization as shall enable each
worker to accomplish some 300 work units of productive labor per
year.
In other words, with reasonable price conditions the first require-
ment for successful farming in this region is to have some good cows,
and the second is to have enough of these good cows to require a large
farm and thus provide a good labor organization for from 2 to 3 men.
This will make necessary the use of modern labor-saving machinery
and conveniences and will provide for their economic utilization.
Much more than half the income on these farms came from milk. A
decrease in the cost of milk production resulted in a sure response in
better labor income. Here again a good sized herd and high-producing
cows were the most important prerequisites to efficiency and thus con-
tributed unmistakably to lowering the costs of producing milk.
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Grafton County has some excellent farms. She offers a challenp:e to
the best brain and brawn. The reward will depend largely on proper
adjustments in animal production and in size and efficiency of the busi-
ness. Present-day farming in Grafton County, as elsewhere, is not an
easy task, but it is -worth wliile. Tt demands all-around skill in mind
and body and it has its compensations in satisfaction and service. It
is worthy of a man.
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